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NYCentral Modeler
The NYCentral Modeler focuses on providing information about modeling of the railroad in
all scales. This issue features articles, photos, and reviews of NYC-related models and
layouts. The objective of the publication is to help members improve their ability to model
the New York Central and promote modeling interests. Contact us about doing an article for
us. mailto:NYCSHS@verizon.net
NYCentral Modeler
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New York Central System Historical Society
The New York Central System
Historical Society (NYCSHS) was
organized in March 1970 by the
combined efforts of several
former employees of the New
York Central Railroad. The
NYCSHS is chartered as a nonprofit corporation under the laws
of the state of Ohio. The vision of
the NYCSHS is to be the
preferred source of information
and products related to the New
York Central System. The mission
of the NYCSHS is to perpetuate
the legacy of the New York
Central System by acquiring and
preserving its history, traditions,
documents, and artifacts; and by
disseminating
accurate
information
and
products
consistent
with
good
stewardship.
Your membership gets you four
issues of the popularly acclaimed

Central Headlight, the official
publication of the NYCSHS. The
Central Headlight is only available
to members, and each issue
contains a wealth of information
each quarter. From steam to diesel
(and electric), from freight to
passenger, from branchline to
mainline, the Central Headlight
covers them all. Our Annual
Meetings
focus
on
the
preservation of New York Central
railroad history with informative
speakers, presentations, and tours.
The Society also has many NYC
reference books and drawings
available
for
purchase.
Membership is open to all; so
don't
delay;
join
today!
www.nycshs.net
Or you may download
membership
form
https://nycshs.org/nycshsmembership/
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The NYCSHS Modelers Committee
We have a NYCSHS Modelers Committee that now has 14 members. We meet on the phone about
once a month to strategize about what to do to support NYC modeling for our members.
The members of the committee are Dave Staplin, (Chair), Brian Marotta, Jeff English, Dave Mackay,
Paul Pickard, Lawrence Faulkner, Manuel Duran-Duran, Kyle Coble, Dan Seligmann, Seth Lakin,
Larry Grant, Ralph Schiring, Noel Widdifield, and Rich Stoving.
We have released over 300 models at up to 20% off MSRP to our members and have sold more than
3,200 models and taken pre-orders for many more. We have offered several HO-scale, N-scale, and
O-scale models and are in the process of finding more HO-, N-, S-, and even O–scale models to be
released in coming months. Watch our website and Collinwood Shop online store for more
information. Website: NYCSHS.org and Collinwood Shop: NYCSHS.net
We have released many new NYC models over the last four years, but if you have some ideas for
us, contact us at NYCBigFour@verizon.net
NYCentral Modeler
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Greetings from the NYCSHS President
Dave Mackay, NYCSHS President
I’m writing this while thinking of our September Modeling Mini in Cleveland at our
Headquarters. By the time you read this, it will be history. We have been able to sell out,
so it is good to know that we have a lot of interest in modeling the New York Central
System.
My portion is a presentation on NYC heavyweight passenger equipment and how best to
model them. Right now, I’m still formulating what will be in it, and I have a month to get
it done.
I’m looking forward to working on it (time is always a problem here) for the meet and
presenting it. I hope this is a first of many “minis” to be held around the “System”.
While I’m on happenings at the Society, it gives me great pleasure to let you know that we
have a new Modeling Committee Chairman, Mr. Dave Staplin. Dave brings his extensive
passenger car knowledge to us, which is a great asset. I look forward to his efforts, as well
as those from the rest of the Modeling Committee as Dave leads us forward.
Since I became President, it’s been tough trying to keep up with all that needs to be done.
Fortunately, it will get better, as I am retiring the end of December, which should give me
more time for the Society. I will be building a new home, as well as a new layout after I
relocate to Kentucky. It is bittersweet, as my existing layout isn’t going with me. I have the
opportunity of a lifetime with a new space that is beyond anything I’ve ever known, and I
can eliminate all those #4 turnouts and 20” radius curves that predominate now. Now to
pack up all the rolling stock and structures for the trip!
We call these “Stand-in” models, as they are close to
New York Central prototypes, have the flavor of the
NYC, but are not true representations of particular
prototypes. Overall, the perception is of the New York
Central, hence they stand-in for NYC equipment.

One of the many NYC drawings available on CD/DVDs. This one is of a 20th Century Limited RPO.
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From the Cab
As I work to layout and complete this edition I am
impressed by the variety of articles we are offering. We
have articles about a completed and detailed layout, a
1917 Hamilton railroad pocket watch, and modeling
telegraph and power transmission poles. And they also
provide detail kitbashing information about passenger
cars and SW-1 ALCo locomotives. Finally, we get to
read about operating passenger trains on a layout that
has completed track work but no scenery.
I am sure that you will enjoy reading all of the articles,
but the interesting thing to me is the different ways that
NYCSHS members enjoy the hobby of model
railroading.
I only wish that more of you would share how you
enjoy this wonderful hobby that allows us to continue
to preserver the NYCS.
Send us an email today and tell us you will be there.
You can also call me at 703-407-3059 to find out more or
to express interest. We hope to hear from you and see
you there.
Check out our website to see some of the opportunities
to help us. And then send an email or make a call to
volunteer. NYCSHS@verizon.net - 703-407-3059
Website Opportunity List –
https://nycshs.org/volunteer-opportunities/
If you like what we do or have suggestions, send me
your articles, comments, and/or corrections.
NYCBigFour@verizon.net
Thanks, Noel
Editor, NYCentral Modeler
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

NYCSHS Publications & Info

The NYCentral Modeler
This publication of the NYCSHS is for the purpose
of providing NYCS modeling information. It is a
publication by the NYCSHS Modeling Committee –
- all rights reserved. It may be reproduced for
personal use only. It is not for sale.
We encourage articles and photos submitted for
publication. Materials submitted are considered to
be gratis and no reimbursement will be made to the
author(s) or the photographer(s) or his/her
representative(s). The Society reserves the right to
reject, for any reason, any material submitted.
We need articles for scales in addition to HO. We
have published articles in Z-, S-, N-, HO-, O-, 1/29-,
and 1/32-scales. We do need articles in all scales,
but want more non-HO articles.
Please contact the editor for submission information
and guidelines. We have a style guide to be used
for articles and will send it to any aspiring author.
Photos should be submitted at not less than 640 x
480 pixels and in JPG, TIFF or PDF format.
Statements and opinions made are those of the
authors and don’t necessarily represent those of the
Society.
We make every effort to ensure all information is
technically correct, but do not guarantee it for
accuracy. All articles and photos should be sent to:
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

We really want to hear what you think
concerning this issue and about your modeling
or collecting. We will help you tell your story.
Be sure to check out NYCSHS on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/New-YorkCentral-System-Historical-Society302109173240295/

NYCSHSFacebook

NYCSHS-Members

NYCSHS Central Headlight: R. L. Stoving stoving@ptd.net

NYCSHS Books: NYCSHS Book Collection

NYCSHS Website: www.nycshs.org

NYCentral Modeler: Noel Widdifield: NYCBigFour@verizon.net

NYC Drawings: Tom Gerbracht: trg6000@roadrunner.com

NYCentral Modeler

NYC Passenger Cars: Dave Mackay: mackdave@optimum.net
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Cover photo: Lima-Hamilton Class LRS-12as road-switcher #6208 (built as #5808 in 1950) was photographed at
Riverside Yard, Cincinnati, Ohio, on November 29, 1961. The unit was retired in 1965. —James Suhs collection
NYCSHS 2019 Calendar. This calendar contains 15 great photos including 7 in color. The calendars represent a wonderful
collection of photos from the glory days of the New York Central System. Each month has important historical events
listed on the days that they occurred. Select the calendar you want in the box above. Price $16.00. Ohio residents add Ohio
state sales tax. Shipping included for US only. Non-US orders have shipping added.

Click here to order from Collinwood Shop
Or send a check for $16.00 plus $1.28 Ohio sales tax if you are an Ohio resident to:
NYCSHS
2019 Calendar
P.O. Box 328
Shady Side, MD 20764

NYCentral Modeler
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Vinny DeRobertis – New York & Hudson Valley Railroad in HO-Scale

Page 37

Vinny lived in New York State for the first 24 years of my life. He was born
in The Bronx and grew-up Westchester and Dutchess counties. He
obtained an Electrical Engineering degree from RPI in Troy, NY. Soon after
college he married his high school sweetheart and moved to NC. He is
currently living in Apex, NC and enjoys walking and riding his bike in
nature and occasional camping trips with his son. He also plays guitar and
is an avid fan of the Grateful Dead. They have 3 grown children Janelle
(25), Nicholas (24) and Renee (19).
The NY&HV RR welcomes visitors! Vinny encourages modelers who are
in the Apex, NC area to contact him (vinny.derobertis@gmail.com) to
arrange a visit

BobShaw – Part 12- My Grandfather’s 1917 Hamilton RR Watch

Page 51

A native of Schenectady, NY, Bob’s interest the NYC began when he
was a boy peering out of the window of his dad’s Studebaker as they
drove by the huge ALCO Works. He marveled at the size of the new
steam engines he saw, many with NYC markings, and was pleased
when Santa left a real Lionel 2026 steam engine set under the tree.
Bob likes to talk trains with friends as a member of TCA (Train Collectors Association),
LOTS (Lionel Operating Train Society), and NYCSHS, as he attended our Convention in
Cleveland for the first time. He enjoyed meeting our members the first time and enjoying
the bus tour, as is evident in this photo of him behind the desk at the Marion Control Tower.
Bob wrote eleven previous layout articles about building his NYC Water Level Route layout.
In Part 12 of his O-Gauge Model Railroading column, Bob explains ways his grandfather’s
1917 WW1 Hamilton railroad pocket watch is just like the one featured in the 1919 ad shown
in the last edition of Modeler, before explaining why it was the timekeeping standard of
excellence for America’s railroads.
Retired from careers as a corporate communications manager and special education teacher,
Bob and his wife Wanda live in southern Michigan. When not “training”, they enjoy visiting
their twin sons, spoiling their two grandchildren, traveling and getting together with
friends. In addition, Bob heads a LLC that provides marketing and communications
consulting to global clients.

NYCentral Modeler
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Larry Faulkner – Modeling the Harmon Area Wooden Telgraph & Metal
Power Transmission Poles.
Page 59
Larry was born and raised in Upstate New York. He grew up across the tracks
from the B & A station in Chatham, NY and in Philmont, NY on the NYC’s
Harlem Division. He graduated from Taconic Hills Central High in 1979.
Larry joined the U.S. Air Force in 1980 utilizing his mechanical skills as a Jet
Engine Technician on F-15 Eagle and F-16 Fighting Falcon aircraft.
Retiring after serving over twenty years active duty, Larry is currently working for the Dept.
of Defense, Civil Service with over 15 years of service training today’s Airmen in the U.S. Air
Force and still working on F-16 engines.
A Life Member of the NYCSHS since 1981, his main railroad interest is the NYC’s
Hudson/Electric Divisions, circa 1952 - 53. Larry shares this passion with fellow modeler
Manuel Duran-Duran. They collaborated to design several kits for the NYCSHS. They are
currently doing 3D printed masters for resin castings of all of the Electric Division Towers
utilizing laser cut doors and windows.
Larry has been involved with the NYCSHS’s on-line modeling magazine NYCentral Modeler
since the first issue in 2011. He writes his own column in conjunction with Manuel’s regular
column that goes hand-in-hand on the same prototype/modeling topics. He has been
involved with the Society’s Modeling Committee since its inception working to promote
accurate NYC models, paints, and decals with model manufacturers.
Larry and his wife, Victoria (his childhood sweetheart) have four children and seven
grandchildren. Larry and Victoria live in the Arizona desert west of Phoenix, AZ.

D a v e S t a p l i n – D r e s s i n g U p t h e W a l t h e r s ’ 2 0 th C e n t u r y B a g g a g e R P O
Page 64
Dave was born in in Rochester, New York, the grandson of William Ray
Staplin, a New York Central employee for almost 50 years. Besides trips back
and forth on the train to Utica, where his grandparents lived, his father would
take him to watch trains near the GRS plant in West Rochester.
His first employment in the rail industry was during summers with the P&LE

NYCentral Modeler
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in Pittsburgh, where his family had moved in 1960. His major in Civil Engineering at the
University of Michigan was inspired by Alfred Perlman, the president of New York Central.
After graduation, he worked for 45 years in the rail industry with Penn Central, the United
States Railway Association, Conrail, Seaboard System (became CSX), Amtrak and the
American Railway Engineering Association. He retired in June of 2015 and is doing some
part-time consulting. Married in 1973, he and wife, Jane, raised two daughters, Jennifer and
Alison.
Dave’s modeling of the New York Central goes back to 1960. He has made presentations on
passenger car modeling at two of the Society’s annual meetings.

S e t h L a k i n – N Y C S S W - 1 S w i t c h e r s : P a r t 3 – M o d e l i g a P h a s e III U n i t
Page 78
Seth Lakin grew up a few blocks away from the crossing of NYC's Water
Level Route and Michigan Central mainline at Porter, IN. However his
earliest railroad memories are not of NYC trains, but of diesels of the late
1970s and early 1980s Conrail. This is Seth’s eighth article as he continues
to share his modeling talents with us. Seth is on the NYCSHS Model
Committee and is a prolific modeler.

Will Tajibnapis – And Now for Something Completely Different

Page 82

Will, his wife Chris, and their three cats, live in Minneapolis, MN in a 107year old house. Will is a naturalized US citizen, formally an Indonesian
citizen, but was born in The Netherlands, so his earliest memory of trains
is of the electrified MU trains of that country. He went to college in New
York, where he had his initial first-hand acquaintance with the New York
Central and the New Haven railroads.
After attending graduate school in computer science at the University of Michigan (Ann
Arbor), Will went to work in IT for the Soo Line Railroad in Minneapolis, MN. After eight
years there, he went to work in IT for Republic Airlines, which two years later merged with
Northwest Airlines. In 1993 he was able to achieve his goal of working in operations by
becoming a Gate Agent, still his favorite job. He got married in 2003. In 2007, he moved back
into management, where his job became redundant in 2009 due to the merger with Delta
Airlines. His last two jobs, prior to retiring last year, were City Bus Driver and Prescription
Delivery Driver.
Will’s other interests include playing the piano, sailing, and bicycling.
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NYCSHS Modelers’ Mini

This year the Society decided to hold a mini-convention in our Headquarters in Middleburg
Heights, OH. For several years members have been asking that we hold some kind of
smaller activity in various parts of the NYCS territory so that those who cannot attend the
annual convention might be able to come to one of these. The idea was to minimize the cost
of attendance and move the location around the territory. This year’s Mini was an answer to
that request.
We decided to focus on modeling for the first “Mini” because that is where we are now
getting most of our new members. Fewer new members are those who were once
employees of the NYCS or even saw or rode the railroad. Of course we will continue to
provide activities and publications for those fans and employees, but it appears that those
who model the NYCS are and will continue to be in the majority.
So our first event in this series was a big success with almost forty people arriving at the
Headquarters on Saturday, September 22. They were met there by some of the NYCSHS
Board and their wives and welcomed to the Headquarters for a daylong event filled with
activities focused on NYCS modeling.
The day began with a welcome from President Dave Mackay. It was followed by a
presentation by Noel Widdifield, Business Manager/Treasurer, on “Results of the Modeler’s
Survey 2018, Challenges Faced by Model Manufacturers, and NYCSHS Successes and
Failures in Developing NYCS Models”.
Dave Mackay then returned to talk about “Modeling NYCS Heavyweight Coaches”.
Lunch and time for checking our the many modeling items for sale in the Collinwood Shop
were next up and enjoyed by all who attended.
After we dragged the participants back into the room away from the Collinwood Shop
offerings, Past President, Rich Stoving presented “My Last Layout” featuring great photos of
his very accurate NYC layout.
Next up, Dave Nethery presented “Using the NYCSHS Archive to Improve Your NYCS
Modeling”. This talk included a detailed tour of what the Archive has to offer and what the
volunteers are doing to continue to expand the digital and hard copy holdings there.

NYCentral Modeler
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Finally, Noel Widdifield, Dave Mackay, Dave Nethery, Mike Vescelus, and Bob Wasko
moderated a roundtable NYCSHS discussion at which the attendees were encouraged to
make suggestions on how to improve the NYCSHS modeling program

Photos from Modelers’ Mini (Photos by Noel & Joe Kurilec)

The attendees listening to one of the presentations.

Attendees examining some of the models.

Some of the attendees chat with Jim Suhs, Secretary.

NYCentral Modeler

President, Dave Mackay opens the Mini.

Lunch was a very popular event.

Mario Scalzo chats with Noel.
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Dave Nethery marvels at Tom Long’s N-scale Locos. Volunteer, Jeff Koncal looks up from his
computer.

Mike & Karen Vescelus, Dave Mackay, & Jim
at the Collinwood Shop checkout desk.

Noel giving his talk as the attendees look on.

NYCentral Modeler

Another view of the conference room with
Don Wetzel & Joe Kurilec on the front row.

This view provides a good look at the Stoddards’
beautiful plaques on the wall of the conference room.
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Some of the models that the attendees brought to display at the Mini.

Jeff Koncal’s wife, Cecilia, baked an enormous amount of desserts for the event. They were
enjoyed by all, and many goodies were taken along for the drive back home.
This event was the first of many of these “Mini” meetings, and it was a great success. They
only negative comment we heard was that the seats were too hard. We received a very large
number of positive comments so we believe that this kind of events will be very popular
with our members in the near future.
If you would be interested in leading such an event in your area, please contact us. We will
provide lots of support to you. All you need to do is find a place to hold the event, obtain
speakers on any NYCS subject, arrange for food, and led the event. We will provide you
with all the support you need and will mentor you through your first event. We will set up
the registration and collect the money, provide you with the means to pay for any expenses
used to advertise the event for you, and mentor you through your first event.
If you would be interested in setting up a “Mini” in your area, contact us at
NYCSHS@verizon.net and let us help you get started.

NYCentral Modeler
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The NYCentral Modeler Continues to Need Articles
We are able to continue to publish this magazine because a few of you have been willing to
send us photos and articles about NYCS modeling. We know from our surveys that we have
almost 1,000 NYCS modelers out there in the membership. I know many of you think you
don’t have the ability to write an article, but we all do. We can provide you with tools to
help write an interesting and informative article for us. We really want to know more about
your collecting, modeling, or your layout. It only takes a couple of hours, and a camera or
cell phone to create a short article. All it takes is a phone call or email to us to get you
started. Help us help you to tell our members about your hobby. We are interested in all
scales and all of the different ways we share this hobby. Our readers want to hear about
your modeling. Please send us an email or give us a call, so we can help you get started.
NYCSHS@verizon.net or 703-407-3059
Thanks, Noel Editor, NYCentral Modeler
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NYCentral Modeler – “Mystery Photo”

Tell us what you think this building might be and where it was found. Send your answers to
NYCSHS@verizon.net

Hall of Heroes- Two of our new authors will receive our
NYCSHS Magazine Writer T-Shirt for their first article in the
magazine.
Vinny DeRobertis and Will Tajibnapis join our Hall of Heroes and
receive a T-shirt

NYCentral Modeler
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Z-Scale Rolling Stock

They were also seen in transcontinental service on
trains such as Santa Fe’s Chief.

American Z Line
According to the book Sleeping Cars of the Santa Fe,
two NYC ‘River’ sleepers were assigned to the
ATSF from 1954 until 1958 when that service
ended.
MSRP $48.00 Expected Delivery Nov 2018
https://lowellsmith.net/
1937 AAR 40’ boxcar (CP car shown)

Intermountain

This is a brand new release and represents the
standard 1937 AAR 40´ Box Car. It is offered with
Murphy raised panel roof, both Youngstown and
Superior doors and the most common 4-5
Dreadnaught ends. AZL also offer the correct
choice of wooden and etched steel running boards.
This enables AZL to offer a very prototypical Box
Car.
MSRP $29.00 Single, $53.00 two-car set, $99.00
four-car set Expected Delivery 2019
http://www.americanzline.com/

N-Scale Rolling Stock
Lowell Smith

NYC 10-5 Sleeper (20th Century & Post War
Lettering
These are NYC cars and the 13-bedroom floor plan
was in service on NYC up to about 1962 or
1963. After NYC pulled out of the Pullman pool in
1958 several of these cars stayed on the Pullman
lease because of high demand for off-line special
moves.
Features: Accurate painting and lettering, wire
grab irons, interior lighting, comes in multiple car
names and operating truck mounted knuckle
couplers. Both come in four road names.
MSRP 49.95 Expected Delivery 4th Qtr. 2018

NYC 10-6 Sleepers Salmon River & Hudson River
Description
This 10-6 sleeper was built by Pullman Standard in
1948-49. Delivered in the Two-Tone Gray scheme,
this car and 95 other 10-6 sleepers in this named
‘RIVER’ class, were used all over the NYC system.

NYCentral Modeler

They should have the center skirts removed and
have an accounting number under the car
name. Also, it appears that the lettering font for
the car name is too large.
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.
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NYC 60’ Heavyweight Combine

NYC 18 Room Roomette (20th Century & Post War
Lettering
These are NYC cars and the 18-roomette floor plan
was in service in this or similar paint schemes from
1848 to 1958. In 1958, these cars were sold to CN.
Features: Accurate painting and lettering, wire
grab irons, interior lighting, comes in multiple car
names and operating truck mounted knuckle
couplers. These cars come in two road names.
MSRP $52.95 Expected Delivery in 2019.
The two car names offered were actually applied to
17 roomette cars with very similar body styles, but
different trucks and underbody configurations.
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.

NYC 60’ Heavyweight RPO
FEATURES:
NFull-scale dimensions and details
N??64EF<A6?H78F8C4E4G8?L4CC?<87J<A7BJ
glazing, diaphragms and roof vents
N(5F8EI4G<BA64E<A6?H78FF8C4E4G8?L4CC?<878A7
railing details and a drumhead.
N8G4<?87<AG8E<BEF8K6?H7<A:54::4:864E
N66H&4G8OBC8E4G<A:>AH6>?86BHC?8EF
 Two car numbers
The NYCS did not have any of these 60' baggage
RPO, or coaches. They did have a few short cars
seen only on branch lines and as rider cars on
express trains.

https://www.intermountain-railway.com/

MRSP 37.95 Expected Delivery Now

Atlas Trainman

Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.
https://shop.atlasrr.com/

HO-Scale Rolling Stock
NYC 60’ Heavyweight Baggage

NYC 60’ Heavyweight Coach

NYCentral Modeler

Accurail

NYC- PMcK&Y, T&OC, CN USRA Twin Hoppers
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The PMcK&Y car predates the USRA design, being
constructed in 1910 in Lot 249-H. Research
indicates that some may have been around until
1950. During the era of these cars, they had some
unusual
trucks
under
them,
similar
to
Andrews. The Canada Southern website has a
picture of a car from this series, which is where
Accurail got the number. Accurail might have
numbered it in a later lot that was really a USRA
design. Even so, the basic car structure, based on
the picture, is very similar to a USRA car. This car
would rate a "close," but realistically for an earlier
modeling era.

NYC -- CN USRA Twin Hoppers
This CN car has been done before in black. It is
from Lot 432-H, built around 1922. These cars
began to renumber into B4 sequences even before
the system consolidation, then to NYC numbers
where they appear to have been around into early
sixties. This car would rate a "pretty close," but
again, most appropriate for an earlier modeling
era.

NYC - CN USRA Twin Hoppers

Bethlehem Car Works

Boston & Albany 75’ Coach Kit
This kit represents an early model steel coach, built
58GJ88A  4A7   9BE G;<F 64E  GB 58
8K46G The unusual door was a feature on some
B&A coaches. The original doors had large, singlepane glazing, as did the NYC and other subsidiary
cars. My guess is that these were problematic
J;8A 6E8JF F;HG G;8 7BBEF 45EHCG?L 4F <A
F?4@@87  8FC86<4??L <A I8EL 6B?7 J84G;8E The
new car photos we have suggest that the NYC
System started buying cars with the twin panes,
separated by a vertical post, which is the
arrangement most of us are familiar with. A rough
date for this was 1926. There are pictures of the
B&A cars keeping the funky arrangement shown in
this photo into the late 1930s.
The NYC cars of the same construction vintage
show replacement of the single panes with the
more familiar double panes, so they must have
done this as the cars were shopped. As these early
steel coaches, such as this B&A car were used in
secondary service later in their lives, shoppings
became less frequent and it is possible this door
style may have survived on a few cars right up
until they were scrapped.

The T&(64EJ4F9EB@%BG-H. Many of these
were rebuilt with panel sides in the 1930s and
renumbered into NYC series. Rebuilt cars lasted
into the 60s according to Canada Southern
site. Not sure that any would have survived WWII
J<G; -( E8CBEG<A: @4E>F but again, the
equipment register might show for certain. This
car would rate a "pretty close," again, most
appropriate for an earlier modeling era.

They come with BCW provided car names on the
decal sheet, which are correct for cars used on NYC
at that time and include trucks. Less interiors,
wheel sets and couplers

MSRP $16.98 Expected Delivery Oct 2018

No Photos at this time!!!

Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.
http://www.accurail.com/accurail/

NYCentral Modeler

MSRP $39.95 Expected Delivery Now
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.

NYC/Pullman 10-2 Plan 3584 Sleeper w/ PM AC
Kit
NYC/Pullman 10-2 Plan 3584 Sleeper w/ Ice AC
Kit
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These two cars were used regularly on the NYC up
until 1950 and then appeared in extra
service. These cars were supplied by Pullman, as
New York Central never owned any.
They come with BCW provided car names on the
decal sheet, which are correct for cars used on NYC
at that time and include trucks. Less interiors,
wheel sets and couplers.

REA 54’ Steel Welded Express Reefer – REA
Apple Green – 1962

MSRP $59.95 Expected Delivery Now
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.

MSRP $429.00 Expected Delivery Now!

http://bethlehemcarworks.com/

Cars are brass models and ready to run.

http://www.riverraisinmodels.com/
American Flyer by Lionel

S-Scale Rolling Stock
River Raisin

REA 54’ Steel Welded Express Reefer – As built
1947-48

REA 54’ Steel Welded Express Reefer – Dark
Green with Monogram, Gold Lettering – Mid
1950s

REA 54’ Steel Welded Express Reefer – Dark
Green with Monogram, White Lettering – Later
1950s

NYCentral Modeler

NYC Bunk Car
Features:
 Interior illumination
 Die-cast trucks & couplers
 Easy conversion to scale couplers
 Minimum curve: 031
 Three road numbers
MSRP $59.99 Expected Delivery 1st or 2nd Qtr. 2019

It is improbable that this car ever existed on
the NYCS.

Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.

NYC Kitchen Car
Features:
 Die-cast metal trucks
 (C8E4G<A:couplers
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 Metal frame
 (C8A<A:7BBEF
 Two Road numbers
 Minimum curve S36
MSRP $59.99 Expected Delivery 1st or 2nd Qtr. 2019

It is improbable that this car ever existed on
the NYCS.

Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.

http://www.lionel.com/brands/american-flyer

O-Scale Locomotives
Lionel Legacy

Astoria Hotel, which had a private railroad siding,
for exhibition before being launched into road
service. The NYC had 8 PA-1s, 4 PB-1s and 6 PA2s.

Features:
 Both units powered
 Legacy & Blue Tooth control in both
locos
 Fan driven smoke in both locos
 Front electric front couplers and nonoperating rear couplers on both locos
 Crew figures in lead loco
 Legacy sound system
 IR Transmitter for Sensor Track
 Dual motors in both locos
 Traction tires
 Direction lighting
 Marker lights and lighted number
boards
 Lighted cab
 Diecast trucks, pilot and fuel tank
 Metal frame
 Minimum curve 036

NYC ALCo PA-1 Pair

MRSP $999.99 Expected Delivery 2nd Qtr. 2019

The PAs, as well as their cousins, the %( F 
were born as a result of Alco's development of a
new diesel engine design, the Model 244. In early
1944, development started on the new design, and
by November 1945, the first engines were
beginning to undergo tests. This unusually short
testing sequence was brought about by the decision
of Alco's senior management that the engine and
an associated line of road locomotives had to be
introduced no later than the end of 1946. In
preparation for this deadline, by January 1946, the
first 16-cylinder 244 engines were being tested, and
while a strike delayed work on the locomotives, the
first two PA units were released for road tests in
June 1946, for testing for one month on the Lehigh
Valley Railroad.

Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.

After these first tests were completed, the
locomotives returned to the factory for
refurbishment and engine replacement. In
September 1946, the first production units, an A-BA set of PA1s in Santa Fe colors, were released
from the factory, and sent to New York's Waldorf-

NYCentral Modeler

NYC ALCo PB-1
Same features as the PA-1 above.
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.
SRP $499.99 Expected Delivery 2nd Qtr. 2019
http://www.lionel.com/
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O-Scale Rolling Stock
Golden Gate Depot

 Minimum curve: 031
 Three road numbers
MSRP $99.99 Expected Delivery 1st or 2nd Qtr. 2019

It is improbable that this car ever existed on
the NYCS.
No NYC Photo Available – Southern Pacific
Baggage shown.
Heavyweight Baggage, RPO, Diner, Observation
Pullman had many hundreds of these Heavy
Weight Cars. After the war they were leased and
sold to virtually every railroad and painted in their
liveries.
These cars will have highly detailed interiors,
overhead “Flicker Free” LED lighting and ten
9<:HE8EFC8E64EK68CG9BEG;854::4:8+)(
The trucks are sprung die cast with machined and
plated metal wheels on 054 or large 3-rail or 48” or
larger 2-rail track.
NYC cars in NYC, NYC Green & NYC TTG paint
schemes.
MSRP $119.95/169.95
2019

NYC Tool Car
Features:
 Interior illumination
 Die-cast trucks & couplers
 Easy conversion to scale couplers
 Minimum curve: 031
 One road number
MSRP $89.99 Expected Delivery 1st or 2nd Qtr. 2019

It is improbable that this car ever existed on
the NYCS.

Expected Delivery Early

http://www.goldengatedepot.com/
Lionel

NYC Bunk Car
Features:
 Interior illumination
 Die-cast trucks & couplers
 Easy conversion to scale couplers

NYCentral Modeler

NYC Kitchen Car w/ Sounds
Features:
 Interior illumination
 Plays train sounds while moving and camp
scene dialog while stationary
 Volume Control
 Die-cast trucks & couplers
 Easy conversion to scale couplers
 Minimum curve: 031
MSRP $149.99 Expected Delivery 1st or 2nd Qtr. 2019

It is improbable that this car ever existed on
the NYCS.
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Pullman/NYC Heavyweight Sleeper

NYC/ MDT Reefer with Reefer Sounds
Features:
 Plays train sounds while moving
 Volume Control
 Die-cast trucks & couplers
 Easy conversion to scale couplers
 Minimum curve: 031
MSRP $149.99 Expected Delivery 1st or 2nd Qtr. 2019
http://www.lionel.com/

Large Scale Rolling Stock
USA Trains Ultimate Series

NYC Heavyweight Baggage/Club Van Twiller

NYC Heavyweight Coach

Pullman/NYC Heavyweight Observation
Features:
1:29 Scale model
LED interior lighting that stays lit after the
train stops
 Authentic roof ventilators
 Die-cast cushioned coupler
 Full interiors with painted figures
 (C8A<A:7BBEFJ<G;F8C4E4G87BBE;4Adles
 Full underframe detail
 Rubber diaphragms between units
 Separately applied coupler lift bar, air hoses; &
grab irons
 (5F8EI4G<BA984GHE8F?<:;G877EH@;847
illuminated marker lights; and metal platform
railings
 Sprung die-cast metal trucks * Metal wheels
 Fold down step on vestibule ends
 Length 33 ½”, Height 5 ¾”
 Minimum track diameter 8'
Heavyweights are available with one Baggage,
three Coaches, one Diner, four Sleepers, and one
(5F8EI4G<BA



MSRP Observation $299.95 all others $289.95
Expected Delivery Nov/Dec 2018
http://charlesrocom.3dcartstores.com/Heavyweight-PassengerCars_c_544.html

NYC Heavyweight Diner

NYCentral Modeler
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Magazines
Classic Trains Fall 2018

“Heavy on the Throttle”, by Fran Giacoma, pp. 78
– 80
Fran was a Conrail assistant track supervisor at
Beacon Park Yard on the former Boston & Albany
line, four miles from Boston’s South Station. He
tells of the once in a lifetime opportunity of getting
to play engineer on an F-unit out of Boston.
“Mohawk Stars at the NYC Museum”, by Kevin
P. Keefe, pp. 86 – 88

“Rolling Laboratory” by James E. Dierks, pp. 30 –
33
Article tells about the American Steel Foundries
test train that helped advance running gear design.
The test train ran 8,480 miles on the NYC between
Englewood and Elkhart, IN, in the early 1940s.

Kevin explains in this article how the late model 48-2 Mohawk, No. 3001 helps set Indiana’s National
New York Central Museum apart from other
railroad museums. The article tells of the many
features found in the Elkhart, IN museum.
HO Collector 2nd Qtr. 2018

“EMD’s Mighty Mite” by J. David Ingles pp. 46 53
Mr. Ingles tells the story of the EMD SW1 and
includes a photo of NYC 574 at Kankakee, IL. The
NYC has the most SW1s at 96. This article is great
background for Seth Lakin’s series on modeling the
NYC SW1s. His third installment is on page 78 of
this edition.
“Last Hurrah for the Great Steel Fleet” by
Geoffrey H. Doughty, pp. 66 – 73

“Revisiting Craftsman Kits”, by Joe Altnether, pp.
34 – 43

In the late 1950s the NYC realized that they needed
to do something to increase sleeping car ridership
and improve revenue for passenger trains. The
article covers the many attempts at finding
sleeping cars with more berths to reduce the
number of cars needed and also reduce costs.

The article takes us back to the 1950s and 1960s to
look at Northeastern Scale Models, Ambroid, and
Quality Craft kits made during those years.

This article has some great photos and diagrams
showing many of the attempts to accomplish these
goals.
“The Best of Everything” series – “At Last,
Working on the Railroad”, by Chris Burger, pp.
74 – 77

The Ambroid Company ad on page 36 features
Ambroid’s Kit #12, the NYC L.C.L. Container Car
and several other craftsman kits that they offered.
The article brings back some fond memories of
G;BF8 74LF J;8A !(-scale model railroading
meant building your models from pretty primitive
kits or from scratch. It is a fun and interest read.

Chris tells of his move from Dedham, MA to North
White Plains, NY, and how it widened his horizons
and led to becoming a NYC “Road of the Future”
employee.

NYCentral Modeler
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Model Railroader July 2018

Model Railroader September 2018

“Product Reviews – Eastern Seaboard Models N
scale Boxcar”, by Cody Girvno, pp. 68 - 69

“Product Reviews – Bachmann HO Sound Value
Baldwin 2-8-0”, by Dana Kawala, pp. 54 - 55

The reviewer gave the model a “great job” of
recreating the Despactch Shops X65 boxcar in Nscale. This model is carried in the Collinwood Shop
but has only one left for sale.

This product review looks at this Consolidation
loco that is based upon a Baldwin built Illinois
Central locomotive.

Model Railroader August 2018

Bachmann has recently upgraded this long-time
product with new features including sound. The
review is very positive, but the NYC did not
possess this model of the Consolidation. It is
lettered and numbered for the NYC but bears no
resemblance to any NYC 2-8-0.
Model Railroad News September 2018

“Cover” – NYCSHS Member, Seth Gartner’s HOScale Piney Fork Branch of the NYCS in cover
shot.
“Lightning Stripes and Black Diamonds” by Seth
Gartner, pp. 41 – 49
Seth does a great job of telling about his 23’ X 31’
two-level layout. The photos by Lou Sassi are
excellent and provide a good look at Seth’s very
nice layout.
Seth’s article on the NYC Piney Fork Branch
Railroad appeared in the 1st Qtr. 2014 issue of the
NYCentral Modeler. That 17 page article provided
a much more in-depth view of Seth’s railroad, but
the photos in the Model Railroader issue show us
much better views of some of his excellent
modeling techniques.

NYCentral Modeler

“Review in N Scale – New Varnish for Your Nscale Pike” by David Otte, pp. 26 – 31
This is a review of Atlas Trainman new 60’
Heavyweight Passenger cars. The review of these
models is honest and fairly positive with the only
negative notes dealing with the divergence from
prototype dimensions. As for accuracy for the
NYCS, only the baggage and coach might have
been found on our railroad.
We offer the cars in the Collinwood Shop and if the
reader is interested in adding Heavyweight
passenger cars this review is worth reading.
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“Review in N Scale – Mid 1960s Modern” by
Tony Cook, pp. 34 – 37

NMRA Magazine September 2018

This is a review of the Eastern Seaboard Models NScale Despatch Shops 50’ X65 Boxcar.
The cars are offered in NYC and the review is
favorable. If the reader is interested in this car, the
review provides plenty of detail about the car. This
model is carried in the Collinwood Shop but has
only one left for sale. They are probably still
offered online and from hobby shops who carry
inventory stock of models.
“Early EMD Switchers Return from Broadway
Limited” p. 48
This article provides drawings and details of the
NW2s and SW7s released by BLI last month. The
NYC had NW-2s on the roster. They were offered
in the Collinwood Shop when they first came out
but all have sold out there. They are probably still
offered online and from hobby shops who carry
inventory stock of models.
O Scale Trains Magazine July/Aug 2018

“A Boston & Albany Boxcar” by Thorton Waite,
p. 49
This is an interesting article about a NYC boxcar
order for 905 boxcars on June 15, 1914 from
American Car & Foundry.
The cars were
numbered 39000 – 39904 and were a combination
of wood and steel. The article provides some
interesting details about these cars and has an
excellent photo of one of the cars.

News
Atlas announced it has acquired Walthers’ Life
Like line of N-scale locos and rolling stock, and Nscale models sold under the Walthers brand over
the years. No list of products or re-releases has
been made public at this time. This sale will
enhance Atlas’ position in the N-scale market.

In a recent news release, Model
Railroader wrote:

“O Scale Archeology – Parmele and Sturges EP-3”
by Jim DeBruin, pp. 18 – 23
The story is about a company called Parmele and
,GHE:8F J;B CEB7H687 (-scale models from the
late 1930s until around 1957. The article features
some NYC models and some details about those
models produced by the company. It provides an
interesting background to a little know producer of
(-scale models in that timeframe.

NYCentral Modeler

“In late July Affa Technology Ltd., a Hong Kongbased manufacturer of model trains, radiocontrolled toys, scale cars, and other items,
announced it had closed. Some of the model
railroad manufacturers impacted by this news
include American Z Line, Atlas Model Railroad
Co., Bowser, ExactRail, Fox Valley Models,
InterMountain Railway Co., Trainworx, and
Wheels of Time. Several firms shared the news
through e-mail, websites, and social media.”
We recommend that you consult individual
manufacturer’s websites to keep up to date on
plans for their models.
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Hi Noel,

Noel,

I was referred to you by a gentleman by
the name of Jim over on trainorders.com.
I'm currently looking into buying a
Rivarossi Hudson (NYC 5426) and some
older Rivarossi Budd passenger cars and
just wanted to know if the passenger
equipment is authentic NYC? It consists of
a few coaches, diners, 10-6 sleepers and
tavern/lounge observation. I can give you
a link to some of the cars that I'm looking
at as I have them on hold on eBay at the
moment.

Thank you for responding back so quickly.
I appreciate the info a lot. I turned down
the passenger cars for now and will give it
some thought. I assume the diner and
sleeper were more diesel era? Also do you
have any other suggestions on passenger
equipment for steam era besides MTH?
I've read up on the atlas/branchline
coaches that are correct NYC prototype
and just need a truck swap from 6 to 4
axles but are extremely hard to find. Were
any of the Rivarossi heavyweights or atlas
(blue box) heavyweights of NYC
prototype? My last question would be
does the Rivarossi E8 have any
resemblance to NYC at all? I know most
E8's were identical minus the front mars
light on certain railroads.

Hope this helps. Thanks
Matt Vida
Matt,
5426 was a good road number for Hudson
streamlined for the ESE. It is probably
good for pulling 5 cars. I don't have one
so can't comment further.

Thanks again, Matt
Matt,

As for the Rivarossi cars, the coach is good
for the 1941 Budd equipment, although it
should have a fluted letterboard, not
flat. The diner is a 1947 NYC grill/dining
car, not an ESE diner. The ESE did not
carry sleepers, so the 10-6 is not
useful. The Rivarossi observation is a
Santa Fe coach observation and bears no
resemblance to the ESE tavern observation
of 1941.

Noel forwarded your email to me, as I'm
the modeling committee chair. Let me see
what I can do to help you.

If you want true ESE cars, the MTH sets
still show up from time to time on
eBay. The cost per car will be higher than
the Rivarossi cars.

3. That leaves Baggage, RPO, combines
and coaches. The Society offers "stand-ins"
for some of these cars in our online store,
Collinwood Shop

Thanks, Noel

http://www.nycshs.net/NYCS-Stand-InModels_c_169.html

NYCentral Modeler

1. The diner and sleeper are 1947-48 cars,
so yes, mostly diesel era.
2. Most steam era equipment was
heavyweight. Remember, the name trains
had mostly Pullman cars, which were
owned by them, not NYC.
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The baggage, RPO and combine are quite
close. We also offer kits that are full
representations in the store, if you build
kits. Look under Bethlehem Car Works.
4. None of the old Athearn/Rivarossi cars
are correct for the NYC.
5. The Rivarossi E-8 was the best there
was in its day, and it's correct but there are
so many better models out there at this
point, you'd be better off with a Life-Like
or Walthers E-8.
6. There were six wheel heavyweight
coaches, but the number board was twopiece, not single as the Atlas Branchline
cars are. If you overlook that, you can keep
the original trucks.
Best regards, Dave Mackay
Hugh,
I just finished reading your Mizuno
Hudson article and felt compelled to send
you a note to advise that I found this read
to be of great value, and to thank you for
doing it. It helped clear up some
suspicions I had about their history and
some extra new learning as well.
I too am a collector of these Mizuno
Hudson's, don't have a set such as yours,
but do treasure each that I own
and continue to enjoy the search.
Thanks, Jeffrey Koncal
Jeffrey,
Thank you very much! If you have any
questions about any of the models let me
know.
Thanks, Hugh T. Guillaume
NYCentral Modeler

Hi Noel,
Just read Hugh Guillaume’s excellent
article on the Mizuno Hudsons in the
latest NYCentral Modeler.
Would you please be kind enough to pass
along Hugh’s contact information (email
address is fine) to me? Have several
additional questions for him.
Thanks. Larry Draghi
Larry,
I have passed your email on the Hugh.
You should hear back from him shortly.
Thanks, Noel
Dear NYCSHS,
I received the boxcar FAST and
smoothly. It looks great and matches the
Sirman photo. I DID, however, find a
FLAW. There is a mistake in the lettering,
which is not immediately noticeable. I
described the problem to Accurail
yesterday and hope you and they can
come up with a decal to fix the error.
All the best, Bob von Behr
Dear Robert,
Your email was forwarded to me, as I was
the Modeling Committee Chair when we
decided to put these cars in our store.
Accurail did all the lettering and artwork
on their own, without and consultation
from the NYCSHS. As the MC did have
these cars with these numbers, we felt we
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should make them available to our
members.

components that were require for the loco
or car.

I do realize your point of the logo being
"NYCS" vs. "NYCL", the MC Convention
boxcar we just did as a private run from
Accurail has the "NYCL", as it is known to
be correct for that series of car. I worked
with
Eric
Cote
of
Accurail
(accurail@accurail.com) on these, and he
actually came back to me to make some
changes in the car, as his information was
better than mine.

I have attached one sample of one of the
drawings.

My suggestion is you contact him, I've
never known them to do a car they
couldn't justify with a photo or other
information of some kind. I've also learned
never to say never. There just may have
been a MC car with the "NYCS" on it,
although, I agree, it shouldn't exist.
Best regards, Dave Mackay
Hi Noel,
Can you tell me what kind of drawing files
are on the CD? Are they only basic or
general
drawings
e.g.
overall
length/height? Or, does it also contain
detailed drawing specs - e.g. the width
and height of the nose hatch on an
EMC/EMD F-unit, or placement of front
headlight?
Thanks, Tom Stage
Tom,
It depends on the CD/DVD. These are the
drawings done by the NYC and include a
variety of drawings. They range from full
view of a loco or car down to steps, bolts,
and a large number of all of the

NYCentral Modeler

Thanks, Noel
Noel,
That’s what I was hoping.
Thanks, Tom
Noel,
I see that the NYCSHS is selling three
Accurail 41' gondolas lettered for the
T&OC. Is red an accurate color for these
cars?
My question stems from Lans Vail's article
on the NYC Oval, in which he states that
gondola
cars
were
painted
black (NYCSHS Central
Headlight, July
1974, pp. 3,4,5, & 6). He goes on to state
that between 1942/43 & 1955 the gondolas
were painted red. Since I am modeling the
WWI era, I want to ensure the body color
is correct.
I know the car itself is one of the new
“stand-in” NYC models that Dave
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MacKay referenced in his president’s
column in the latest NYC Modeler. That
doesn't concern me as much as making
sure the body color is right. If the color is
correct, I'll order a trio.

Thanks, Doug

Thanks for your advice.

Doug,

Doug Chapman
Doug,
I am sure you know about this page, but I
am sending it to you just in case.

Page from Terry
Southern” website.

Links

“Canadian

Thanks, Noel
Noel,
Thanks for your quick reply. I frequently
use Terry Link's site; it's a great resource!
I knew Spec P-18 indicated that some
hoppers were painted red and some
black. In reading this more closely, I see
that Spec P-18 pertains to "open top and
flat cars, first issued December 28, 1921."
So I presume that would include
gondolas. For me, the potential conflict
centers on the fact that the image for the
gondola (on the NYCSHS website) shows
a build date of 10-14 and reweigh location
and date of COLS -14. That's seven years
prior to Spec P-18. Makes me wonder if
those cars should be black after all.
NYCentral Modeler

I'm just trying to model the T&OC (NYC)
as close as possible without being a
nitpicker or a rivet counter!

This is a question that will be with us for
the rest of time. It's further complicated
by the fact that the farther back in time
you go, the murkier it gets.
I don't have any information beyond what
has already been cited by the (well
informed) questioner.
Post 1920s documents are not helpful for
determining what color the cars were
painted in WWI, but if one can infer color
from B&W photos (not talking about
builder's photos here, which are known to
often be specially painted just to show
detail more clearly in the prints), then it
appears undoubtedly that cars were
indeed painted oxide red. Maybe black,
too, and I think it's pretty likely that the
bulletin about painting in different
outdoor conditions was put into effect
long before the earliest documentation we
have for it. That would probably mean all
the cars were red when built, and some
got painted black later in their service life;
until the early 40s when ALL repaints
would be red.
So I will go with the "both" answer,
without the definitive evidence.
Oh, "black cement" was a gooey, asphaltic
substance often used to seal carbody
leaks. Also known as car cement. I guess it
could be applied at cold temperatures
4th Quarter 2018
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without compromising adhesion, although
one could wonder if it really worked that
well.

Greg,

Jeff English, NYCSHS Modelers’ Committee

We have been sold out for almost two
months now. I believe that Ron’s Books or
Karen’s Books may still have them.

Hi Dave, (Mackay)

Thanks, Noel

I would like to express interest in buying
this MCRR tower kit once it is
produced. I'm not sure if I expressed
interest in the past. One only to replace
the existing “foobee” tower that I have on
the CASO.

Hi Noel,

I'm in the process of building the Lines
East Tower and thoroughly enjoying it.
Thanks for making these NYC models
available and for the most recent Central
Headlight
covering
Ernie
Novak's
photography in Michigan.

Thank you for your prompt response. I
shall try Ron’s Books. I only read about the
book in Classic Trains Fall 2018 issue.
Regards, Greg
Greg,

John,

It seems that the book reviews have been
done after we sell out the books. This also
happened to us with Know Thy
Hudsons. We cannot provide a copy of the
book to the reviewers until it is printed
and by the time they get the review done
and published we have already sold out
our print copies.

Glad you enjoyed the article!

Thanks, Noel

John

Rich Stoving, Central Headlight Editor
Dear NYCSHS,
I would like to purchase a copy of the
book Know Thy Niagaras. Please advise the
cost of postage to Australia. How to pay?
Regards,
Greg Jeanes
Denistone NSW Australia (Sydney)
Responses to the Mystery Photo from
Last Issue.

NYCentral Modeler
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Hi Noel,
The mystery photo in the 3rd Qtr. NYC
Modeler
is
one
of
the
"Dummy" locomotives used
on
the
original West Side Line in New York City,
so they didn't scare horses.
I can't see the wheel arrangement, but it
either "Dummy" 0-4-0T #10 built by
Schenectady in 1/1892 and scrapped
4/1908, or "Dummy" 0-6-0T #10 rebuilt at
the West Albany shops (2/1907) from 0-6-0
B-7b class #201 and scrapped in 1914, or
"Dummy" 0-6-0T #10 1904 rebuilt at the
West Albany shops 9/1914 from B class #
241 and retired 12/1932.
Regards,
Robert Bogie
Melbourne, Australia (6/30/18, 8:30am)
Gentlemen:
This is a shrouded shay that was used to
switch the in-the-street trackage on the
west Side of Manhattan until the elevated
lines were built to get the engines off the
streets. The reason for the shrouding was
an attempt to keep horses of that era from
shying from the sight of the engine with
all its attendant motion on the engineer’s
side.

Ave.) and the locomotive had its
mechanical parts covered up by a wooden
housing to prevent scaring the horses
prevalent at that time. Number 10 is
switching the Terminal Stores warehouses,
a block-long warehouse complex which
had a number of tracks running through
the middle and street-side loading docks
for wagons. The 19th C. building was a
very interesting piece of New York City
history, and still stands in the block north
of the Starrett-Lehigh building.
Guy J. Smith, (7/1/18, 6:08pm)
NYCSHS,
I believe this is a steam engine disguised
to look like a trolley so it wouldn’t scare
the horses. It was used to pull trains on
trackage that ran through the streets of
New York City, prior to the construction
of the High Line.
Will Tajibnapis, 7/1/18, 8:41 pm)
NYCSHS,
It would appear to be a shay locomotive
with a shield to keep from scaring animals
on the streets of New York in the early
1900s
Robert Steiskal, 7/3/18, 9:50pm)

John Hodson (6/30/18, 8:36am)
Howdy Folks,
NYCSHS,
The mystery photo in the 3rd quarter 2018
issue of the NYCentral Modeler is of a
steam locomotive on New York City's west
side in the late 19th C. or early 20th C. The
railroad ran in the street (mostly 11th
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I believe that your mystery locomotive is a
Shay enclosed to keep from scaring horses
in New York City. Thanks for putting the
photo up.
Jon Martin (7/20/18, 9:20pm)
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Looks like we got some pretty good
guesses. Here are the details:
Dummy #10 on 10th Avenue, New York
City, in July 1920.
The loco was built as a conventional
Class B 0-6-0 (#88) in 1890 and converted
to a dummy at West Albany in 1914.
Renumbered 1904 in 1922, this loco was
retired in 1932, after the arrival of the
DES-3, three power locomotives. Photo
from Bob Lorenz collection, NYCSHS
Collection.

Some Photos From the
NYCSHS Archives

Chickens on the NYC – An idea for
Modeling???

NYCentral Modeler
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New York Central System Historical Society, Inc.
2019 Convention & Meeting
Buffalo, New York - May 31 – June 2, 2019
Buffalo Niagara Marriott
1340 Millersport Highway
Amherst, NY 14221

Schedule
Friday, May 31, 2019
• Registration 9 am – 9 pm
• Self-Guided Layout Tours
• Presentations 3 pm – 9:00 pm
• Collinwood Shop open
Saturday, June 1, 2019
• GVT Excursion Lockport – Falls Road
• Medina Railroad Museum
• Buffalo Central Terminal
• Cocktail Hour 5:00 pm
• Banquet 6:00 pm
• Guest Speaker Victor Hand - 8:00 pm
• Annual Meeting
• Collinwood Shop open after meeting
Sunday, June 2 2019
• Presentations 10:00 am – 2 pm
• Train & Railroadiana Show 10:00 am –
3:00 pm
• Collinwood Shop 10:00 am – 3 pm
NYCSHS Website: www.NYCSHS.org to
download registration forms.
Register in our store: www.NYCSHS.net

Historic Sites

•
•
•

Buffalo Central Terminal
Buffalo Zoo
Canalside
Delaware Park – Front Park System
Buffalo Botanical Gardens
Albright – Knox Gallery
Buffalo City Hall
Buffalo & Erie County Naval &
Military Park
Times Beach Nature Reserve
Frank Lloyd Wright’s Martin House
Niagara Falls

•
•
•

Model Railroad Club of Buffalo
Garden Railway
Botanical Gardens Railroad

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presenters
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seth Lakin
Alex Schneider
Dave Mackay
Dave Staplin (Tentative)
Craig Weed – “Double Tracking –
Albany – Schenectady”
Jeff English (Tentative)
Joe Burgess – “NYC Bay
Window Cabooses”

Hobby Stores & Layouts

Hotel Rooms
Hotel rooms will be available at the Buffalo
Niagara Marriott at $112.00 plus 13.75% tax
per night without breakfast. To qualify for
this reduced rate hotel reservations must be
made prior to May 1, 2019. Website for hotel
is:
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/bufnybuffalo-marriott-niagara/
Reservations should be made at 800-2289290. Mention NYCSHS to obtain this rat

We are just beginning to sign up
presenters. If you have a presentation
you would like to give, contact Otto
Vondrak at ovondrak@yahoo.com
Disclaimer: The schedule & list of
speakers and layouts is the best that the
committee understands as of September 10,
2018, and may change due to factors
beyond its control
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New York Central System Historical Society
2019 Convention & Meeting
Buffalo, NY - May 31 – June 2, 2019
Registration Form

Please Print
Name of Attendee_______________________________________________________________Member #_________

Name(s) of Additional Attendee(s)_________________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________________________________________
City______________________________________________State/Province_________Zip/Postal Code_________

Country_____________________________Telephone_____________________Email___________________________
Emergency Contact Name (Other than traveling companions)__________________________________

Emergency Contact Phone Number___________________________Relationship_______________________
Number of Attendees________________ Total Amount Paid $______________________

Banquet Choices: Number of each selection. (Must add up to the number of registrations.)
Beef___

Chicken____

Vegetarian_______

Please send payment & registration to: NYCSHS
Convention 2019
P.O. Box 328
Shady Side, MD 20764
Please make checks payable to NYCSHS, Inc.

Registration Fee:

NYCSHS Members’ (Including family members) cost is $179.00 each for all activities
including the Saturday evening banquet. Non-members can register at $179.00 plus a fee
of $44.00. The extra fee covers membership in the Society for one year, including all rights
and benefits, along with one year of the Central Headlight.

Hotel Rooms have been made available at the: Buffalo Marriott Niagara
1340 Millersport Highway
Amherst, NY 14221

https://www.ihg.com/holidayinn/hotels/us/en/independence/clein/hoteldetail

Please call the hotel directly at 1-716-689-6900. Rooms can be reserved at the rate of
$112.00 single plus 13.75% tax. Cut off date for a reservation is Tuesday, May 1, 2019. You
are responsible for making your own reservations. They are not included in this
registration.
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The NYCSHS has been steadily
increasing its social media presence as a
way to provide contact opportunities
with society members and nonmembers alike.
Our first incursion into social media was
our Facebook page, which currently has
over 6,000 followers/likes.
It has
provided an opportunity for NYC fans
to ask questions, share stories and
photos with visitors.
This month we are pleased to announce
the introduction of our Instagram
account, a place for sharing photos and
descriptions of everything we are doing.
Several members of our Modeling
Committee now have their own
Instagram accounts where followers can
stay updated on project progress.
It’s easy to follow us from your
computer, tablet or mobile phone. Just
open your Instagram account using
your email address and mobile phone
number for added security. Search by
page name and click follow.

NYCentral Modeler

Download the Instagram app to your
phone, set up your account and join the
fun.
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New York & Hudson Valley Railroad in HO-Scale
Article by Vinny DeRobertis

Photos by Vinny & Renee DeRobertis

It is twilight on a crisp autumn day in late
October 1959, along the Hudson River in
New York State. Mr. Bryce has taken the
day off and is finishing his dinner outside
at his hilltop estate. He is gazing out over
Poestenkill Gorge thinking about the
evolution of the NY&HV RR from a small
backwoods coal and lumber hauler to the
bustling industrial railroad it is today. The
memories, sights, sound, and smells are
faint enough to evoke a calm, content
feeling of accomplishment. Mr. Johnny
Bryce (1880 - 1959) was the owner of The
NY&HV RR. Johnny was a former steam
locomotive engineer on the NYC&HR RR.
He had various endeavors to which he
dedicated his time. In his later years he
was the sole proprietor of Bryce’s
Morningside Mortuary. He was passionate
about railroading, architecture, rock ‘n’
roll music, vintage radio and movies,
nostalgia and baseball.

the fast-growing industrial and rural
towns and villages along the Hudson
Valley as far north as Rensselaer County
with a Delaware & Hudson Railroad
(D&H) interchange. The NY&HV RR’s
revenue was generated mainly from the
transfer of machinery, coal, lumber, fuel
oils and building materials between
numerous businesses, manufacturers and
warehouses. Since Mr. Bryce had a vested
interest in developing the areas along the
Hudson River to grow his railroad’s
customer base, he helped plan and
provided
financial
incentives
for
construction and development in the
valley and along the river. The NY&HV
RR also operated a small fleet of river
barges to further bolster revenue and
commerce in the region. Upon the death of
Mr. Bryce, the NY&HV RR was absorbed
into New York Central System. Mr. Bryce
is buried in the Garden Grove Cemetery
overlooking the tracks and the Poestenkill
Gorge.

The NY&HV RR was a branch line
railroad that connected New York City to

NYCentral Modeler
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The NY&HV RR is a fictitious railroad
that operated along the Hudson River
between New York City and Troy, NY
during the 1950s with a Delaware &
Hudson RR interchange.
The NY&HV RR represents the
culmination of nostalgia from the New
York Central Railroad and the historic,
well-known people and places in the
southeastern region of New York State.
Having begun my interest in model
railroading as far back as 1972, the hob-

8

On the layout, the towns are named
after real towns in New York although
they are not physically arranged on the
layout as they are in real life. The
NYCentral Modeler

by has led me to extensive learning not
only about trains and railroading but
also American history and culture,
architecture, carpentry, electronics and
storytelling. To me, Model Railroading
is a hobby with a perfect blend of
engineering and art.
The layout was not originally designed
to be representative of the railroad
described in this article. Rather, I
backed-into the theme after years of
pondering exactly what I wanted my
railroad
to
be.
The
inevitable
construction and love for buildings
moved me right back to my roots in
New York State.

1. Eight-track staging yard.
2. New York City’s High
Line.
3. Corner section with
cityscape and many
structures.
4. Hudson River Section.
5. Rural area with
Poestenkill Gorge
overlooking the Hudson.
6. Urban setting with small
downtown, interchange
with Delaware & Hudson
and waterfront section.
7. Duck under section with
interlocking tower and
structures from Vinny’s
High School years.
8. Staging yard extension
(50% complete.

businesses are named somewhat
fictitiously after friends and family, but
also with many references to actual
businesses that existed in New York
4h Quarter 2018
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City and the Hudson Valley region.
New York State was home to many
influential and well-known corporations
throughout history. Borden’s Dairy and
Smith Brothers were two that operated
in the Hudson Valley and countless
others, such as Nabisco, in New York
City. You will notice reference to these
corporations by the billboards on the
layout.
The Layout and Workshop Rooms
My layout room is located in an upstairs
spare bedroom. Within the last year, I
acquired a second room for worktables,
shelves, and the beginnings of a spray
paint booth. For the longest time I
struggled because I did not have a
dedicated place to build models other
than the layout room. To make working
in the layout room a little easier, I have a
3-shelf cart on wheels for tools, scenery
materials, and parts so that I can work
on any part of the layout and have tools
and supplies handy. I also have a 5drawer storage bins under the layout for
parts and supplies.
Benchwork
The benchwork is comprised of
standard-sized sections similar to the
design of David Barrow’s dominoes (see
articles featured in Model Railroader
(JUN/AUG 1995 and SEP-DEC 1996). I
used AutoCAD software to draft a full
set of construction drawings and bill of
materials for each section. The frame
shapes are 24”x48”, 48”x48” corner, and
72”x48” tee. The drawings include
details of the backdrops, fascia and light
valances for each frame shape. The twolevel frame provides more room for
wiring and excellent support for my
NYCentral Modeler

cantilevered light valances. The subroadbed and scenic base of each section
is formed with two layers of 2-inch thick
Styrofoam glued directly to the frame.
Each section has its own pair of leg
assemblies which fit into a pocket in the
frame. A ⅛-inch hardboard backdrop is
sandwiched between the back of the
frame and the vertical supports for the
light valance. The backdrops on the
corner sections are curved. A⅛-inch
hardboard fascia is screwed to the frame
and is easily removed for modifications
and maintenance.
Layout Foundation
This was the first layout that proceeded
past the track-laying phase. I did not
have a collection of structures nor did I
have a firm idea of how the scenic
contours would take shape. I began to
carve the foam to create some scenic
interest. Having constructed my scenery
cubes with two layers of 2-inch foam, I
was especially eager to carve contours
below track level. In other places I
added foam on top of the 4-inch
foundation to add scenic variation
above track level as well. During this
phase of scenic carving, I also collected
various structures and began to better
visualize their placement. Much to my
dismay I had carved areas of foam
where I now wanted to place structures.
I could have filled-in the carved-out
areas with plaster or some other
material. But because I am headstrong
on foam I figured that a better way
would be to simply cut out an area of
foam from the top 2-inch layer and
replace it with a new piece of foam.
With the new piece of foam in place and
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my new structure positioned just right, I
carved the new piece of foam to match
the surrounding contours. I did not glue
the new piece of foam in place allowing
me to remove it for future maintenance
and detailing. This is what prompted
the foam jigsaw puzzle idea. I reasoned
that the ultimate way to build my next
cube would be to only glue the foam
sub-roadbed to the frame and leave the
surrounding foam scenic bases loose so
that I could either remove them for
maintenance and detailing or even scrap
them entirely and start over.
I still like the two-inch foam concept for
roadbed and scenery base, so I used the
track plan templates to cut the subroadbed out of the foam. This left
pieces of foam that exactly fit into the
areas surrounding the right of way. So
by cutting the sub-roadbed out of the
foam top, I created a full set of diorama
bases to add buildings, details and
scenery.
Track Plan
One of my design goals was to have a
simple track plan with a high scenery to
track ratio. I envisioned a lonely single
track mainline rolling through the
countryside, a gentle S curve, and a
small section partially hidden behind
dense trees. I also wanted a cut, an
interchange a few spurs and a small
staging yard. I began the layout by
building an 8-track staging yard on an
18” x 48” module tucked into the closet.
From the yard, I tunneled through the
wall and onto the around-the-room
sectional layout plan comprised of a
NYCentral Modeler

single track mainline with a passing
siding, an interchange and some spurs.
The track plan was totally freelanced
with no prototype in mind. After
designing the track plan using
AutoCAD software I plotted the track
centerlines
full-scale
(1:1)
and
transferred the centerlines to the foam
by piercing small holes along the lines
with a toothpick.
Trackwork
The sub-roadbed is N-scale cork
fastened to the Styrofoam base with
latex Liquid Nails. The mainline and
sidings are Walthers Shinohara code-83
flex track with Walthers turnouts. I did
not spike down any of my track.
Walthers flex track holds its shape very
well so a little CA adhesive every 6-12
inches is what I used to secure the track
to the cork roadbed. The minimum
radius is 30” with 42” easements. A few
Caboose Hobbies manual ground
throws were installed on the Walthers
turnouts. Because the geometry of Peco,
Streamline turnouts work well in yard
ladders. I used Peco code-100 Insulfrog
turnouts and Peco code-100 flex track in
the staging yard. Currently, I am
improving the track at the section joints
by installing copper-clad (printed circuit
board) tie strips from Clover House.
Scenery
For the most part, my scenery wound
up being buildings. The relatively small
amount of natural scenery on the
NY&HV RR is hand-carved Styrofoam
land and rock formations surrounding
the Poestenkill Gorge. The Styrofoam is
painted with earth tones and sprinkled
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with fine ground foam. There are over
45 trees on the layout. Most of the trees
are either conifers or bare (sagebrush)
hardwood trees.
I incorporated a fair amount of lichen
wherever I could between and behind
buildings, along the river and around
docks. I like the reindeer moss from AC
Moore craft stores because of the
quality, cost, vibrant green color, and it
is treated so that it remains soft.

NYC #5816 approaches an industrial sector
that showcases a myriad of architectural
styles.

Locomotives, Rolling Stock, Trains and
Operation
My locomotive fleet consists of mostly
NYC models by Stewart (VO-660 & VO1000), LifeLike Proto2000 (GP-7), Kato
(RS-2) and Atlas/Kato (RS-3). I have
kept my Bachmann 3-truck Shay for the
love of geared motive power. My only
DCC locomotive is a sound-equipped
Roundhouse NYC&HR RR 4-4-0 used to
pull my two NYC&HR RR themed
trains, one passenger the other MOW.

An express freight train taking the curve at
the Mercer Court underpass.

I do not operate my railroad in a very
prototypical fashion, at least not yet.
Traffic is predominantly mixed freight
supplemented
with
passenger,
interurban, and subway trains. Most of
my rolling stock is ready-to-run models
from Kadee, Walthers, Life Like Proto
2000,
Roundhouse,
Intermountain
Railway and kits from Accurail, Athearn
and Roundhouse. I have 40’ and 50’
boxcars, converted troop cars, milk, ice
and mechanical reefers, clerestory and
arched roof passenger cars. I also have
rib side, offset side, panel side, ballast
and covered hoppers, flat cars,
composite and steel gondolas, bulkhead
flat, and steel coil cars.

NYC Arched Roof passenger cars leave for
Chicago as NYC stock cars wait for the local
switcher beneath the Nabisco Manufactory.

My fleet also includes MOW cars, three
different container cars and some
cabooses, interurbans, a business
NYCentral Modeler
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doodlebug, dynamometer, scale test car
and a rotary snowplow with tender. All
lettered for the New York Central. I also
have Pacemaker and Early Bird boxcars
and tank cars from Hooker, Gulf,
Mobilgas,
GATX
and
Homgas!
Although not related to the NYC, I have
a string of ore cars because, deep down,
I have a love for mining too.

one a passenger and the other freight
and MOW.

A panoramic view of the harbor area and
many of Vinny’s billboards can be seen here.

The Thinker has found solace on the roof of
Corrado's Sewing Machine Shop as NYC
freight traffic rumbles nearby.

Even though the layout itself is set in the
1950s, the trains provide a glimpse into
the different eras that the New York
Central operated dating back to the 19th
century. This represents the beginnings
of the New York Central & Hudson
River Railroad through the 1960s. Some
trains are based upon a theme. One of
my trains is themed after the Class I
railroads that operated terminals on NY
Harbor. This train has eight boxcars
from the DL&W, CNJ, LV, Erie, PRR,
NYC, B&O and NYNH&H. Another
train has Manhattan’s Meatpacking
District theme with four ice reefers from
Swift, Cudahy, Armour and Wilson,
which were some of the major meat
packing companies operating on the
High Line. A 4-4-0 American locomotive
pairs-up with two New York Central &
Hudson River Railroad themed trains,
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I am in the process of standardizing my
fleet’s couplers replacing all plastic
couplers with Kadee #5. I use
Intermountain wheelsets on all kits.
Kadee permanent magnet uncouplers
are mounted under the tracks at
strategic locations.
Boats and Vehicles
Barges and watercraft of all kinds were,
and still are, a very common sight on
the Hudson River. On the NY&HV RR,
there are four scratchbuilt barges made
from blocks of plywood with various
add-on features such as cranes, coal
bins, winches and pilothouses. There are
three resin kits from Rick and Mary
Hamlet at Rusty Rail and a river
towboat (push/pull tug) from Blue
Jacket Ship Crafters. Canoes, rowboats
and other small watercraft dot the
waterways along with numerous piers,
docks, buoys, pilings, culverts and
seawalls.
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A cargo crane straddles the siding and
steam driven winch barge Odessa works
the Hudson River. Some of Vinny’s boats can
be seen in the foreground.

There are 87 period trucks and
automobiles on the layout most of
which are from Classic Metal Works,
Brekina, Model Power, and Busch. Some
of the vehicles have been weathered
with an ink/alcohol wash.

Kim & Dieter got tired of working for the
man. They left Chase's Agway to run their
own business repairing small engines.

Built-Bashing consists of taking a builtup structure and cutting it in half or
thirds to create multiple unique
structures that can standalone or be
combined with other structures.
I often try to arrange structures in small
clusters to add interest. Most often some
sort of outbuilding, shed, extension,
annex, vestibule and/or cupola is added
for uniqueness. I try to intermix large
buildings
with
smaller,
add-on
structures.

The cityscape is visible behind a Cigar Band
boxcar. One of Vinny’s vehicles can be seen
by the Lifeboy Soap billboard.

Structures
It is evident that I have developed quite
a liking for buildings of all types. I really
like a congested, urban feel. There are
over 125 buildings on the layout.
Constructed mostly from plastic and
resin, the buildings are a mix of builtups, kit-built, kitbashed and what I like
to call built-bashed structures.

NYCentral Modeler

An interlocking tower perched above the
High Line in view of the Nyack Water
Tower. Notice the small add-ons around the
buildings.

I pay attention to the geometry of each
scene by varying building sizes, shapes
and roof angles to add interest. Some of
the buildings on my layout are
temporarily held together with rubber
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bands and not yet painted. I try to fit
each building into a space as a mock-up
then I go back and glue, paint, and
weather them.
Some kits are versatile enough that I
buy more than one and install them or
parts of them in different locations.
Duplicates of small built-ups can be
disguised with modifications and as
accents to larger structures. The Atlas
Pony Bridge is a very versatile bridge kit
that has two very useful L-shaped
boardwalk/railings. I cut the railings to
length and paint and install them in
almost every scene. I also cut up the
cross braces on the sides and bottom of
the bridge pieces to make all kinds of
structural steel braces and supports. I’ve
also kitbashed two of the pony bridges
into a unique bridge that is integrated
into one the structures on the High Line.
There must be about 15 of these
fragmented bridge kits are scattered
throughout my layout.

NYCS headquarters lit up on a crisp autumn
evening. The employees must be working
late tonight.

When I first began populating the
layout with structures, I scoured the
Internet for and stumbled across Pine
Canyon Scale Models. Back in 2003-
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2008, Keith Blanchard owned Pine
Canyon and he produced HO-scale fully
built backwoods themed structures. I
have almost every model Keith
produced in HO-scale.
New York City is known for having lots
of rooftop water tanks. I have 23
various water tanks and lots of other
interesting features and clutter on my
building rooftops. My New York
cityscape is about 72-inches long and is
comprised of building flats and lowrelief walls from numerous kits. My
version of the famous High Line runs in
front of the cityscape on a very narrow
shelf.
I used built-ups from Pine Canyon Scale
Models, Walthers Cornerstone and
Atlas and kits from AHM, Magnuson,
Railway Design Associates (RDA),
Atlas, Design Preservation Models
(DPM), International Hobby Corp.
(IHC), Pola, and Kibri along with many
others.

The local's favorite spot for going crabbing
beneath the bridge near the Peekskill
Landing.

Tanks
A good way to provide variation in
geometry is to add tanks. Tanks are
great structures because the can be
easily constructed and varied in size
4h Quarter 2018
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without worrying too much about scale.
I tried to construct and place the tanks
so that they fit into the scene with the
rest of the structures.

weathering. My other favorite wood
product is ½-inch MDF (Medium
Density Fiberboard). It works great for
foundations, docks and retaining walls.

Tanks are great accents. Some of my
tanks stand alone while others appear in
groups of two or more.

Tymor Transfer Company also provides fuel
service for maritime vessels along the
Hudson River.
Some colorful artwork has made its way
onto the water tower overlooking Yorktown
Heights Engine Company #1.

Most of my tanks are situated vertically,
however, another way to add variation
is to lay them horizontally. I constructed
and installed a large number of tanks
from PVC fittings. There are many
different diameters and just as many
different heights. There are also two
Korber water towers and one built-up
tank.

Rix Products #110 concrete steps are ½”
high making them fit perfectly against
the MDF docks. My go-to color for aged
concrete is matte acrylic craft paint by
Plaid Folk Art #936 Barn Wood
weathered with a black ink/alcohol
mixture and/or chalks. A combination
of downloadable wood/brick/stone
texture prints and Woodland Scenics
flexible walls were used to quickly add
realism.

Sidewalks, Docks, Foundations and
Retaining Walls
One of my favorite wood products is ⅛inch hardboard (tempered Masonite). I
use hardboard for backdrops, fascias,
retaining walls, building foundations
and even some structure walls.
Although ⅛-inch is a bit too tall for an
HO scale curb, I use ¾-inch wide strips
of hardboard for sidewalks. After
painting the hardboard strips, I score
them with an Xacto knife and add
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The engineer of NYC #505 stops for some
conversation with K. Blanchard in front of
Pine Canyon Cannery.
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Interior Structure Lighting
I really enjoy the effect of interior
structure lighting. There are over 45
interior and exterior building lights on
the layout. Most of the lights are 12V
75mA E-5 incandescent bulbs powered
by the center-tap of a 12.6 transformer,
which is 6.3VAC. The bulbs are installed
in sockets with 24-inch – 36-inch leads
of 22-gauge wire soldered to the socket.
The light assemblies are not secured to
the structure rather they are installed
into the foam base. This makes it easy to
remove the structure for detailing on the
workbench. The low operating voltage
gives the bulbs a yellowish-hue and also
makes the bulbs last. I have yet to have
a bulb burnout. I’ve learned a few
simple techniques over the years to
improve my structure lighting. My
initial goal was to install interior
lighting in every building, however, as
my passion for structures evolved it
became obvious that this goal was
unrealistic. It also became evident that
interior lighting in every building was
not necessary to achieve a realistic
effect. My goal is to have lighted
structures spaced about 12-inches from
each other. For each structure that
receives interior lights, I decided to only
illuminate a small portion of the
building instead of trying to illuminate
the entire building. To prevent light
from bleeding through thin plastic
walls, I either install black construction
paper or paint the inside walls black.
I also use printed interiors and tancolored construction paper. Recently I
discovered that a great way to diffuse
light inside structures is to use frosted
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plastic instead of, or in conjunction with,
the clear acetate that is typically found
in building kits. Before this discovery in
the local office supply I used scotch tape
or a light sanding of the clear acetate,
lamination of black scrapbooking paper
and stock from manila folders. The
black paper blocks the light from
bleeding through the walls and the
manila folder reflects the light through
the windows and helps create a warm
glow.

Down at the harbor, a Gotham business car
awaits departure. You can see the lighted
building windows in this view.

As a complement to the individual
structure lights, there is a string of C7
Christmas lights placed behind the
cityscape backdrop. The backdrop is cut
out behind the building flats, which
illuminates all of the windows. There
are white, orange and green bulbs in
this string of lights giving some
variation to the effect. To add interest I
have blacked-out some of the windows
to give the appearance of unoccupied
rooms.
Roads
Most of my roads were created using a
downloadable
texture
file
from
ScaleScenes.com. I print the #TX20
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tarmac file on 110-lb. cardstock and cut
to 3-inch or 3-¼-inch widths. As an
alternate method, I used 3M SafetyWalk slip resistant tread tape for
creating Main Street in my downtown
area. The tread tape is black and has a
rough texture. Some small roads on the
layout were created using adhesivebacked embossed roadway from Faller
and other roads were simply the
extruded foam base painted Barn Wood
and weathered. I plan to experiment
with painted/weathered fine sandpaper
to add even more variety to my
roadways.

A glimpse of NYC caboose #17577 passing
between Trackside Tooling and Taconic Inc.
A short portion of a roadway can also be
seen here.

I have tried to give all structures access
to a road. Real world structures have
human occupants who come and go via
automobiles
and
the
various
supplemental goods and services
usually arrive and depart via vans and
trucks.
Track Wiring and Controls
Back in 1995 I designed and built the
‘Bus-Tap’ printed circuit board and
jumper cable layout wiring system. The
concept came from not wanting to use
suitcase
connectors
or
solder
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underneath the layout. The Bus-Tap
circuit boards have 5 screw terminal
blocks that tap into ten bus wires. The
bus wires can be configured to
distribute DCC, DC, and accessory
power through a layout in linear,
modular fashion. Depending on the size
and complexity of the module, I
typically use one or two Bus-Tap boards
per module with a 14-gauge plug-in
jumper cable between each board. I
solder a 20-gauge solid feeder wire to
the outside of the rails.

Bus-Tap printed circuit board and cable system
designed by Vinny. There are eight boards in use
on his sectional layout.

I use conventional DC cab control setup
for two train operation from an
Aristocraft “Train Engineer” radio
frequency wireless throttle. I also have a
few stationary cabs to control the
elevated High Line and subway. I plan
to add DCC in the near future and I
really like some of the new throttles that
are available (ESU CabControl WiFi and
/ISE ProtoThrottle). I want DCC mostly
for the sound capabilities but I believe
the sound quality of onboard HO-scale
speakers just doesn’t provide realistic
sound. I like Lance Mindheim’s (Shelf
Layouts/Custom Model Railroads)
concept of prime mover sound via a
stationary locomotive sound decoder
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and high quality wireless headphones
as described on his blog.
Layout Lighting & Ambient Sound
Each module has its own light valance.
Each light valence has two circuits of
standard, medium base, screw-in, light
sockets. One circuit is for white bulbs,
which are spaced every 16 inches. The
other circuit is for blue bulbs, which are
spaced every 24 inches. For years I have
used incandescent bulbs and simple
rotary dimmers on each circuit. I
recently switched to using 60W
equivalent (840 Lumens, 9W) daylight
LEDs in the white circuit. Not only is
there a lot less heat, but the daylight
spectrum really makes the colors pop.
The only problem now is that even
though the LEDs are dimmable, my
rotary dimmer does not dim the LED
bulbs smoothly throughout the range of
brightness and the bulbs also exhibit
some flickering. To solve this issue and
move in the direction of more
automation I plan to purchase a 4channel DMX dimmer pack.

For many years I’ve wanted to
implement automated sunrise and
sunset lighting sequences accompanied
by appropriate ambient sounds. After a
lot of research I finally purchased WAV
players (Dream Player Pro) from Pricom
Design. I have three Dream Players and
three Dell amplified stereo computer
speakers. The speakers are dispersed
around the layout mounted to the light
valances facing the backdrop. Sound
files from Fantasonics and others that
I’ve compiled using Audacity software
are loaded onto MicroSD cards onboard
each Dream Player. Currently I play the
WAV files in a loop but eventually I
plan to trigger sound tracks based on an
automated lighting sequence.
Pricom also makes a Layout Lighting
Solution that I plan to purchase soon.
The Layout Lighting Solution integrates
Ethernet, DCC, DMX and the Dream
Players via their proprietary network
(PNET). Lighting sequences and sound
tracks are configured via a web browser.

DMX is my preferred lighting control
network simply because it is a proven
industry leading standard for theater
and stage lighting.

Terry drove his Corvette down to the
waterfront but it seems that Eddie has
already left.

The Modeling Process
The Blue Hour settles over the Hudson
Valley as the day fades into nighttime.
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For me, it takes multiple iterations to get
a scene to look right. In some cases, I've
built, rebuilt, adjusted and tweaked
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scenes ten or more times before I am
satisfied. It almost never works the first
time. I've come to accept this, timeconsuming, tedious process as the only
way to achieve my goals. Along those
lines, I believe in making tiny
improvements during the rather small
blocks of time that I have to work on the
layout. I like Tony Koester's motto of
"nibbling can get you there" and Bob
Ross’ “no big mistakes, only happy
accidents”. For me, it keeps things
interesting to always have lots of
projects going on simultaneously but I
think that's a trait of most model
railroaders.
I have to admit that I had a pretty
decent fear of painting. I can’t say the
fear is totally gone however I believe I
gotten over the hump. I also had a fear
of gluing due to its permanent nature
because I like to be able to move and
change things around. However, I have
learned that glue bonds can often be
broken either with a bit of force and the
edge of a knife or a de-bonding agent.
An ironic event that occurred in regard
to broken glue bonds was the time I
accidently sat on a structure breaking it
into its component parts/walls. This
event was a catalyst for introducing me
to kitbashing. I am a bit of a
perfectionist and that trait certainly does
not help get things done on the layout
especially in regard to gluing and
painting. After trying many different
methods to obtain square building
corners I’ve found precision-ground 1-23 machinist blocks are the most useful.
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The Cold Spring Marina borders the culvert
where the Fall Kill empties into the Hudson.

I only glue things together when
necessary. I often mock-up structures
with cardstock and photocopies of kit
walls to see how things look before
embarking on a kitbashing project.
Rubber bands and masking tape are
used before I actually decide on a
structure shape and arrangement.
Visitors can spot the unpainted
structures and rubber bands but the
mockups will just have to do for now.

The night view of the NY cityscape as
captured from a tugboat idling in the
harbor.

Like many other model railroaders I got
hooked when my parents gave me a
Lionel set and a sheet of plywood back
in the early 70’s. As a pre-teen I retired
the Lionel set and built an HO layout on
the same sheet of plywood. The HO
plan was a figure-8 using Atlas sectional
track sporting a Tyco Spirit of ‘76 train
set. In middle school I switched to N
scale and built a small layout in my
4h Quarter 2018
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bedroom. This layout had flex track but
the freelanced design was plagued with
too much track and not enough room
for structures or scenery. Throughout
high school and college the hobby laid
dormant. A few years after I bought my
first house my interest returned along
with time and money so I constructed
some L-girder benchwork in a part of
my garage. This benchwork was soon
recycled into a new shape upon moving
into a new house with more space for a
layout. It was during this time period
that I began designing track plans and
building layout modules for others.
Needless to say I didn't get much done
on my own layout during this time
while also maintaining my full-time job
and a young, growing family. A job
change in 1997 prompted another move
into what is now our current home in
Apex, NC. I managed to negotiate the
use of our forth bedroom solely for
trains and here I am 21 years later still
working on this layout!
This concludes the first section of
Vinny’s layout article. Watch for the
next section in our next edition.
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More Photos from the
NYCSHS Archives
(Modeling Ideas)

A Reminder That Winter is
Coming
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Photos by Bob

Article by Bob Shaw
What a Surprise!

Part 12 – My Grandfather’s 1917 Hamilton RR Watch
Is Just Like the One Featured in the 1919 Ad in 2nd Q Modeler

(Left) Published in 1919, this Hamilton ad explained how their railroad pocket watch was helping to
win WW1 by keeping vital supplies and troops moving on schedule in France.
(Right) Imagine Bob Shaw’s surprise when he compared his grandfather’s actual 1917 Hamilton
railroad pocket watch in the foreground with the watch in the ad and discovered that the two
watches are almost identical!

NYCentral Modeler
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Introduction
The history of American railroads and
Hamilton pocket watches go hand-in-hand
as being “on-time” is critical to success.
Consequently, I was pleased when my
mom handed-down her dad’s pocket
watch to me years ago, recanting how my
grandfather relied on it all of his life. It’s a
1917 Hamilton railroad watch with a
yellow gold-filled case and chain, and I
remember seeing him glance at it
frequently when I was kid.
After a
professional cleaning, it still keeps perfect
time a century later and is proudly
displayed under a glass dome watchcase.
After seeing his watch daily, I was
surprised to see it again while proofing the
3rdQtr2018 NYCentral Modeler.
On page 74 of that edition, I saw a 1919
Hamilton ad (Page 51 Left) that touted
how American-built railroads in France
were supporting the WW1 war effort by
supplying General Pershing’s troops.
According to the ad, “The fate of the War
hung on the efficiency of this American
road … run by American men – and timed
by the Hamilton Watch.” Because the
watch in the ad was almost identical to my
grandfather’s timepiece, (Page 51 Right) I
thought you would enjoy hearing about
what made the Railroad Timekeeper of
America “tick”.
Designed to Be Easy-to-Read and Sturdy
Railroad pocket watches feature large
easy-to-read numerals on a white
porcelain dial. My grandfather’s has black
and red five-minute marks, along with a
sweeping second hand, and is wound by

NYCentral Modeler

turning a crown that protrudes from the
top of the case.

Close Up of Watch Face. The ability to tell the
time at a glance even in low light was the
reason railroad pocket watches featured large
numerals on a white porcelain dial.

The mechanism is housed in a study,
highly detailed open-face case attached to
a decorated tubular chain. Both of them
are yellow gold-filled. The glass front and
solid back of the case unscrew to set the
hands and access the movement. Note the
ornate hand tooling that enhances the
overall good looks of the exterior of the
watch.
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My grandfather’s size 16-pocket watch
depends on a 992 movement with a 21jewel lever set.

Close Up of Watch Case Back – Railroad
pocket watchcases were sturdy and often
ornate.
The mechanism in Bob Shaw’s
grandfather’s watch is housed in a highly
detailed open-face case attached to a
decorative tubular chain. Both are yellow
gold-filled.

American Railroads Depended on an
Accurate 922 Hamilton Movement
Relied on to time many of America’s
famous “limited” trains, the 922 Hamilton
movement set the industry standard for
accuracy and reliability. That’s why the
U.S. government purchased 992 model
pocket watches for their train crews who
ceaselessly transported troops, heavy
artillery, munitions and supplies across
France during WW1.

NYCentral Modeler

Close-up of Watch Movement after the back
was removed – The size 16 pocket watch that
Bob’s grandfather carried relies on a 992
movement with a 21-jewel lever set, which
was Hamilton’s best-selling configuration for
railroad use.

Considering
that
his
watch
was
handcrafted in 1917 using available
technology of the day increases my
appreciation for the incredible detail and
beauty of the tiny components of the
mechanism.
This 922 – 21 jewel
configuration was Hamilton’s bestseller
and heralded to be able to pass official
inspection year after year.
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Still Ticking after 101 Years!
While I can’t attest to its ability to pass
official inspection year after year, I can
attest to the fact that my grandfather’s
watch still keeps perfect time more
than a century after its manufacture in
1917.

Bob’s watch story is a little removed from
his usual articles on O-gauge modeling but
we thought it would be of interest to all of
you.
A prolific modeler, Bob's O-gauge layout
articles return in the next edition where he
discusses making a large platform to
showcase his Pre-War and Post-War train
stations and accessories.

Some ads from the September
1919 New York Central
Magazine

Close-up of Watch handing on stand –
After a professional cleaning, Bob’s
grandfather’s watch is still ticking after
101 years! Bob says it keeps perfect time
and is proudly displayed in a glass dome
watch stand for all to see and enjoy.
(Dome removed in this image).

And a Collinwood Band!!

It’s a testimony to the old adage …
“they just don’t make’em like they
used to”. What a perfect combination –
being able combine telling time with
fond memories of my grandfather. It
just doesn’t get much better than that!

NYCentral Modeler
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MODELING THE
HARMON AREA WOODEN
TELEGRAPH & METAL
POWER TRANSMISSION
POLE LINES

Model photos by the author except as noted.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Harmon Station area looking south with
wooden and metal pole lines on both sides of
the main line. (Photo from the Bobby Whalen
Collection).

found nowhere else on the NYC RR.
We’ve modeled some of these unique
structures in past issues of the “NYCentral
Modeler” such as the Battery houses,
Circuit breaker houses, Substation 6A, and
some of the Towers on the Electric
Division.
Now we’ll focus on the wooden telegraph
poles and the metal power transmission
poles as these smaller details tie these
unique structures together for our distinct
modeling area.
We’re lucky to have some help here from
great manufactures such as Rix Products
with their plastic telegraph pole kits,
Walthers utility poles, and our good friend
Don Silberbauer from Model Memories
with
his
Electric
Division
brass
transmission power pole kits or completed
models.

Welcome back for another addition of the
“Harmon Files”. Manuel Duran-Duran
and I have been very busy with an
assortment of modeling projects as we
always seem to be. Never a dull moment
with many irons in the fire!
The horrific hurricane last September in
Manuel’s homeland of Puerto Rico had all
but crippled our efforts. The loss of email
and text communications for extended
periods of time didn’t help matters any.
Therefore we skipped the last couple of
issues of the “NYCentral Modeler”.
In this issue we’ll work on some of the
smaller details that make a layout come to
life. The Electric Division had its own
unique structures and support equipment
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Harmon Station area from the Van Cortlandt
Ave. Bridge No. 94 looking north. (Photo from
the Bobby Whalen Collection).

This project was a study of photos around
the Harmon area focusing on both sides of
the main line getting a good count of all of
the poles and their details such as how
many cross arms and insulators were on
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the wooden telegraph poles and how
many insulators and transformers were on
the power transmission poles. Plus the
height of these poles both wooden and
metal as they had to gain height to clear
structures and tracks crossing under them.
We made a spreadsheet and counted all of
the poles from CR Tower/Croton River
Bridge up to the last transmission power
poles at the Brook Street Crossing in
Croton-on-Hudson. These were the last of
the power transmission poles on the
Electric Division as the 3rd rail ended in the
Croton East Yards behind the Croton-onHudson Station.

Metal Transmission Poles
A bit of history is in order to better
understand all of the components that
make up each piece of the models.
The NYC had two Power Generating
Stations to power the 3rd rail. The one of
concern to us is the Power Generating
Station that was located in Glenwood, just
north of Yonkers right on the Hudson
River. This was a coal fired power
generating plant that stepped up power to
25,000 volts AC for better power
distribution to the substations that stepped
down the voltage to the useable voltage of
660 volts for 3rd rail usage. The metal
power transmission poles carried all of
this power up the Hudson River as far as
Croton-on-Hudson as 3rd rail operations
ended in the Croton East Yard where MU
equipment was cleaned, serviced, and
stored.
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Wooden Pole Line
We’re lucky enough to have Rick Selva,
retired Hudson Line AMTRAK engineer
and Western Union Telegraph Co.
historian to help us out with the wooden
pole line and how to decipher the lines of
communication and power.
Before 1948, the Communication Pole
Lines along the NYC belonged to Western
Union Telegraph Co. with the NYC being
the tenant and WUT doing all the
maintenance. After 1948 the role reversed
as WUT was starting to use Microwave
towers, downsizing the open wire plant
along the railroad.
Most of the WUT employees became
Railroad employees which formed the
Railroad Communications Dept. Some of
the older guys Rick worked with had
originally worked for WUT. When WUT
abandoned their open wire plant entirely
in 1964 in favor of an all Microwave
System, the Railroads were on their own at
this point with no one to help pay for
maintenance.
The Pole Line we're modeling at Harmon
is a former WUT plant and the green
insulators are correct as this was the most
common color. Rick said he never saw
brown
colored
insulators
on
Communications Lines, however they
were used on high voltage wires used on
primary circuits for the Signal Dept. The
green was a result of the high iron content
in the minerals to make the glass. The
dark color caused a lot of insects to build
nests under them, much to a Lineman's
displeasure. That's why clear glass was
used as replacements were needed. Also
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WUT used black rubber insulators as
replacements.

Modeling

In the time period we're modeling, the
NYC had three Communication circuits on
the top arm which were the Message,
Dispatcher and Block Lines. The rest were
all WUT teletype/tele printer lines. The
Signal circuits North of Harmon had the
440V on the field pins with the brown
porcelain insulators and the rest were HD
circuits. HD in Signal nomenclature means
ApproacH ProceeD. In 1952-53 there was
no CTC yet and thus no code Line. The
CTC between Harmon and Barrytown was
put in during the 1961 time frame.

Basically we modified Lou Sassi’s
techniques he highlighted in the Kalmbach
books “How to Build & Detail Model
Railroad Scenes” to suite our Harmon area
location for the wooden pole line. Once
again we studied photos focusing from the
Croton River Bridge No. 92 up to Crotonon-Hudson paying attention to pole
heights, the number of cross arms, and
number of insulators on each arm. We
used Rix Products #680-0034 pole kits as a
starting point and modified the poles
accordingly adding more cross arms to
suit each location.

The Pole Line from Harmon South on the
land side was a Communications Line
with the Signal circuits in ringed lead
cable hung on the electric transmission
towers on the river side. North of Harmon
the Communications and Signal circuits
shared the same wooden pole line. The
Communication wires were 9 gauge solid
copper with no insulation, thus the green
corrosion color.
The Signal Dept. used 6 gauge insulated
solid copper for the 440V primary line that
fed all Signal locations where it was
stepped down to 110V for battery
charging. The HD and code line used 8
gauge insulated copper clad wire.

We had Don Silberbauer of Model
Memories build the metal transmission
pole for us in varying heights to suit each
location. Then we could further modify
them by adding other cross arms or
transformers, clipping insulator pins and
insulators for specific locations.
Follow along with the photos and
captions to see how we model these neat
models. Even if you don’t model the
Harmon area we hope you can add a trick
or two and apply it to your NYC modeling
area.

If you go on Pinterest, Rick has several
boards with one of them being Western
Union and Railroad Lineman. You might
find it interesting and helpful.

NYCentral Modeler
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Rix Products offers HO-scale poles.

The poles as they come out of the box.

Rix poles cut from the sprues. X-acto blade
ready to scrape wood texture

Rix Poles with wood texture scraped in. A
light sanding will remove the fuzz.

Harmon East Yards. The wooden pole line on
the right are much lower than the poles on the
left as they gain height to get up towards the
passenger
station
and
taxi
stand
(Photographer unknown).

The poles from the Croton River Bridge to
Harmon station. Poles in the distance start
with four cross arms and gain height and three
more cross arms as they approach the station.
(Photographer unknown, Bobby Whalen
Collection).
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Finished two-cross arm pole.

In progress seven cross-arm pole waiting insulator paint.

Finished five cross-arm pole with insulators.

Pole #1 with Walthers’ transformers.

NYCentral Modeler

CR Tower with Pole #1 on chart with two
transformers. Photo by Victor Hand.

Poles #7 & 8 with vertical brace and insulators.
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Pole #7 with one vertical brace and
insulators.

Pole #37 with cross-mounted crossarms and
two transformers near Bridge #94A. John
Campanelli Collection

Finished model of pole #37 with prototype details.
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Join the NYCSHS Today and Be a Part of the Best

Visit the NYCSHS Collinwood Shop
As a NYCSHS member, you enjoy a 20% discount on many of the items in the store. We
offer a wide-selection of models, engineering drawing CDs and DVDs, movie DVDs,
NYCSHS calendars, a large collection of books on the NYCS, hats, T-shirts, sweatshirts,
jackets, polo shirts, dress shirts, towels, blankets, plaques, patches, mouse pads, cups, and
art prints -- all with the NYC logo.
Our model selection includes NYCS locos, rolling stock, and buildings, and they all are at
20% off MSRP. For some of the locos this means a savings of more than $50 each.
To take advantage of this 20% savings, you must join today. Memberships start at only $44
per year and bring many benefits in addition to the 20% savings in the “Collinwood Shop”.
Join using the application on page 40 or Click here to join at the “Collinwood Shop”.
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New York Central System
Historical Society
P.O. Box 264, Emerson, NJ 07630-0264

2019 New Membership Application
Regular Member – U.S. w/print Central Headlight ------------------------------------

$44.00

---- Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US Members only) ------------------ ADD
Regular Member – International w/digital edition Central Headlight
---- Canada & Mexico - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ------ ADD
---- Other Countries - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ----- ADD

$15.00

Options:
Contributing Member *
Sustaining Member

$44.00
$15.00
$31.00

---------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$16.00

* ----------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$36.00

TOTAL

$____________

* Those members who wish to render greater support to the work of the Society.
These generous contributors will be acknowledged in Central Headlight.
Membership runs January 1 to Dec. 31.
You may also purchase membership on-line in Collinwood Shop
http://www.nycshs.net/Memberships_c_14.html

Please fill in all blanks.
Name: _________________________________________________________________________________
Street Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________________________________________________

State: _________

9 Digit Zip________________________
Country if outside U.S.A. _______________________________________________________________
e-Mail Address: _______________________________________ Phone: _________________________
Modeling Interest: Do you model the NYC? ________ What Scale? __________________________
Special Interest(s): _____________________________________________________________________
May the NYCSHS share your name and contact information with other NYCSHS Members?
Your personal information will never be shared with outside parties.

Yes

No
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New York Central System
Historical Society
P.O. Box 264, Emerson, NJ 07630-0264

2019 Membership Renewal Form
Regular Member – U.S. w/print Central Headlight ------------------------------------

$44.00

---- Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US Members only) ------------------ ADD
Regular Member – International w/digital edition Central Headlight
---- Canada & Mexico - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ------ ADD
---- Other Countries - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ----- ADD
Life Member * (Return form to retain membership) ------------------------------------Charter Member * (Member #’s 1-350 only) ------------------------------------------------

$15.00

Options:
Contributing Member *
Sustaining Member

$44.00
$15.00
$31.00
$ --0-$40.00

---------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$16.00

* ----------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$36.00

TOTAL

$____________ _

* Those members who wish to render greater support to the work of the Society. These generous contributors will be
acknowledged in Central Headlight. Life and Charter categories are for existing Life and Charter Members ONLY.
Membership runs January 1 to Dec. 31.
You may also renew your membership on-line in Collinwood Shop
http://www.nycshs.net/Memberships_c_14.html

Please fill in all blanks.

****

Membership #_________________

Name: _________________________________________________________________________________
Street Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________________________________________________

State: _________

9 Digit Zip________________________

Yes

Is this a new address?

No

Country if outside U.S.A. _______________________________________________________________
e-Mail Address: _______________________________________ Phone: _________________________
Modeling Interest: Do you model the NYC? ________ What Scale? __________________________
Special Interest(s): _____________________________________________________________________
May the NYCSHS share your name and contact information with other NYCSHS Members?
Your personal information will never be shared with outside parties.

Yes

No
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Dressing Up The Walthers 20th Century Baggage RPO
Article by Dave Staplin
History of the Cars
New York Central, as part of the program
to streamline the Twentieth Century
Limited, ordered four combination
baggage and railway postal cars in Lot
2130, to be numbered 5017 thru 5020.
According to the NYC Passenger Car Lot
Book, they were ordered to specification
number 734-A.
The NYC floor plan
drawing number for the cars is P-51430,
whereas the Pullman-Standard Plan was
7406, under their Lot 6545. According to
the drawings reproduced in Randall and
Ross’s The Official Pullman-Standard
Library, Vol. 2, New York Central, the plans
for these cars were developed in October
of 1937 and the cars were built in May of
1938. These four cars, along with 5021 and
5022, built in 1941 for the Empire State
Express, were the only streamlined 85-foot
head end cars ever built for the New York
Central. However, the Century’s four cars
differed from the Budd-built cars in
several ways besides the exterior
construction materials.
One of the most notable involved the use
of three-axle trucks on the Century’s cars.
It should be noted that with respect to
two-axle trucks, NYC went through two
additional generations of development
between the time the 1938 baggage RPOs
were built and 1941. The Pullman 43-R
design lasted only one year and was
replaced on 1939 orders by the 41-ER,
which in turn was replaced on 1940 cars
by the 41-HR.
Thus, NYC had
considerably more experience with twoaxle trucks under lightweight cars by the
time the two Empire baggage RPOs were
built in 1941.
NYCentral Modeler

Photos by Dave Except as Noted
As delivered, the four Century cars had
New York Air Brake D-22-P-4-12 brakes
and the three-axle trucks were NYC Class
K-10-XR. NYC records show that all four
received electro-pneumatic (EP) brakes, in
anticipation that the 1948 version of the
Twentieth Century would have them.
While many cars intended for Century
service were EP equipped, no locomotives
ever were, so this feature was never
utilized in service. There was no air
conditioning provided in RPO cars. The
1944 passenger diagram book shows the
cars equipped with S-5-B genemotors,
body mounted and driven by a Spicer
drive from a truck. The empty weight of
the four cars varied from 124,900 to
130,300 pounds. The designed capacity for
baggage was 15,000 pounds and mail,
40,000 pounds. The postal compartment
measured 60’ – 0- 9/16” and the baggage
compartment 21’ – 2”. The baggage end
was routinely operated next to the second
car in the Century’s consist.
Although the New York Central received
other lightweight baggage and postal cars
after the Second World War, photographic
evidence suggests that the four 1938 cars
operated on the Century from its initial
streamlining in 1938 until the end of the
mail contract, just before the train’s demise
in 1967.
The heavyweight Twentieth
Century regularly operated in sections,
especially before the Depression, but only
one section carried a postal car. It is not
clear why the Central ordered four such
cars for the 1938 streamlined train, other
than to make sure that non-matching
heavyweight equipment would never be
required.
These four cars would go
through several paint schemes and other
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modifications in their 30-year careers. The
Penn Central passenger car diagram book
indicates the four cars were to receive
numbers 6496 through 6499, though it is
not clear whether this actually happened.
According to Randall’s Streamliner Cars,
Vol. 1, Pullman-Standard, cars 5017 and
5019 were retired and scrapped in 1971.
Car 5020 wound up in work train service
and car 5018 was donated to the Indiana
Railway Museum.
The Walthers Model
Walthers produced a full consist of
Twentieth Century Limited cars several

years back, including the baggage RPO.
Prior to that, these cars were done in brass
by Key and Challenger in the 1938 and
1940 paint schemes.
Later, Railway
Classics produced them in the 1948
scheme. If your budget, like the author’s,
was not up for brass back in the day, you
could assemble the Eastern Car Works
(formerly E&B Valley) kit, but were on
your own finding suitable three-axle
trucks. If care was taken, this latter option
built up into a suitable representation of
the Century car.
(Continued left column below)

ECW (former E&B Valley) kit conversion.

The ECW car as well as the Walthers car is
regularly available on eBay. Today, the
latter car is a better starting point for the
serious modeler desiring a version of the
car as it looked after the Second World
War. But the Walthers cars and even the
pricy Railway Classics brass version did
not keep up with some of the updates
done to the prototypes after the War.
That’s what this article will address and
demonstrate one approach to modeling
the updated car. As is the case with many
of New York Central’s cars, updates never
really stopped, so the modeler must pick a
point in time and for the author, that is
1950. This point represents the zenith of
New York Central’s post World War Two
NYCentral Modeler

passenger car fleet, when all of the major
deliveries of the new rolling stock had
been completed. However, we will go
through a list of the modifications so that
modelers choosing other points in time
will information to assist in their efforts.
Changes to the Prototype RPOs Over the
Years
The best source of information on NYC
passenger cars, currently unavailable, is
the car maintenance records, which are on
microfilm. The list of changes below is
made from observation of photos in a
wide variety of books and from New York
Central source material. For a floor plan of
the car, the NYCSHS has Plan P-51430-K
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available on CD. Also available is Plan R51773, which covers lettering for the car.
The date of any particular change noted on
the drawing is not likely to be the date the
change was physically made on the car(s).
Photos, when available, are the best way to
determine when changes were made. The
list of changes in this presentation may not
to be all-inclusive. Changes are grouped
by probable year of occurrence.

few other cars, if any, had such units and
they presented an issue for maintenance
personnel.

1939-1941 Original 1938 Dreyfus paint
scheme changed to a modified scheme,
eliminating blue stripes and changing the
size of other stripes. The late Lans Vail has
documented this in the Central Headlight.

1958-1968 The balance of the skirting was
removed, rub plates added below the
doors (similar to 9100 series baggage cars),
and the cars were painted solid dark gray.
Roofs remained black. Lettering gray was
retained for the railroad name, number
and postal car designation. Three window
doors replaced the four window baggage
doors. It appears that sealed windows
were added at this time and the number of
bars mentioned below increased, evidently
to guard against break-ins. One final
change was made in that the size of the car
number on the side was changed from 5
inches to 7 inches. Photos indicate the
larger number fonts were applied in some
cases before the cars were repainted,

1941-1947 The striping scheme was further
modified during World War Two,
eliminating the stripes at the drip eaves
and the bottom of the side sheets. During
this time the vents on top of the car were
changed, reducing the 11 original Garland
vents to seven of a different style. It is
likely the new ones were powered. In the
absence of air conditioning, the static
Garland vents must have been judged to
be inadequate. It is not clear if the original
reversed gray scheme was ever applied to
these cars, as it was to the Pullmans
starting in 1946.
1947-1953 The skirting between the trucks
was removed, the cars were painted in the
1948 scheme, the electro-pneumatic brake
valves were added, and a standard 20 Kw
SCH&L genemotor substituted for the
original 5Kw unit. This change might also
have occurred when the vents were
changed. It is not clear why such a large
unit was needed, unless NYC anticipated
that air conditioning would someday be
required. Another probable reason for
changing out the older units out is that
NYCentral Modeler

1953-1958 The paint scheme was slightly
altered to remove the black edging from
the stripes and lettering. A note on Plan
SK-N-8162-B gives the change date as
February 12, 1953.
The full-width
diaphragms were removed.

My choice for modeling era requires the
vents to be changed, the 20 Kw genemotor
to be added and the valve for the EP
brakes to be added. I decided against
adding full width diaphragms for now. I
did not see any photos of these cars
helpful in documenting when the
prototype’s FWDs were removed. The
diaphragms are a bit controversial as the
Pullman-built baggage dormitory cars
(numbers 8961 thru 8969) built in Lot 2184
had them only on the trailing end of the
car. Conventional diaphragms with inner
bellows and striker plates were used on
the baggage, or leading end of the car. The
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9100 series streamlined baggage cars, built
in Lot 2180 did not have full width
diaphragms on the ends with plain doors.
Can the modeler be sure the four Century
RPOs kept their full width diaphragms at
all in the post-World War Two era? The
author takes his clue from a photograph of
newly constructed ACF baggage RPO
4908, NYC Lot 2181, built in 1947 and it
clearly has full width diaphragms at both
ends.

AC&F Baggage RPO 4908.

Better photo evidence would be good, but
lacking in that, we’ll proceed on the basis
that the full width diaphragms lasted on
the 1938 RPOs, as they did with NYC’s
other streamline cars until the early fifties.
My reason for not adding them to my car
at this time is discussed further on.
Scope of Potential Improvements
Depending on how much time one wants
to spend, there is a lot that can be done to
improve the Walthers car. I will list these
improvements in five groups:
1. Work needed as the car comes out of
the box.
a. At the time Walthers released the
20th Century models, all the handrails
came in a small package and had to be
applied by the modeler. The car looks
much better with them applied and it
is easier to do with the car taken apart.
b. The car comes with a choice of two
styles of baggage doors, one with four
NYCentral Modeler

windows and one with three
windows. The latter version is correct
for models after 1958, the former
before 1958. To get the doors properly
mounted, the roof needs to be
removed.
c. The car number needs to be applied
from the decals supplied or from
another source of your choice.
2. Work needed to improve the
operation of the car.
a. Most folks who intend to run the
car on a layout would likely agree that
body mounting the couplers improves
tracking, especially when backing up.
b. Even
though
the
Walthers
wheelsets are metal, substituting
Reboxx or other premiums wheelsets
significantly improves the rolling
quality of the trucks.
c. Those who do not want to light
their car can improve truck swiveling
by grinding the heads down on the
screws holding the trucks together.
This eliminates interference between
the trucks and floor of the car.
3. Work required to improve the
appearance of the car.
a. Streamlined cars had center sills
composed of structural shapes. The
20th Century’s RPOs did not have a lot
of mechanical devices underneath, so
the
center
sill
shows
more
prominently than it might on a car
having skirts, an APW tank, and air
conditioning machinery under the
floor. Adding some structural shapes
to the boxy center sill on the Walthers
floor would be a good thing to do,
although starting over with a new
floor would make this easier.
b. Adding correct underbody details
helps this situation as well. Adding
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items the Walthers car is either
missing or has incorrect is relatively
easy to do.
c. The Walthers lettering fonts for the
information below the RPO windows
is not correct, based on photo evidence
and NYC practice. Fixing it requires
re-lettering this portion of the car,
likely leading to having to repaint the
car sides.
4. Work required to improve the fidelity
of the model.
a. Changing the roof vents is essential.
b. Adding a 20 Kw genemotor is also
essential
c. Adding full width diaphragms is
necessary for the 1938 to early 50s era.
d. Most RPOs have bars on the
windows, a feature not modeled by
Walthers
5. Other Work.
a. You can light the car if you choose
and add figures inside.
b. You can paint the interior.
c. You can add steam and air
connections at the ends of the car as
well as uncoupling levers.
d. If you are modeling in a late era,
from 1958 on, painting the sides will be
required.
The modeler is free to pick and choose
from the menu above as he/she sees fit.
When I redo the underbody of a Walthers
car to bring it up to a certain prototype, I
normally replace the floor completely,
which provides better control for
mounting the correct details. However, in
this case, I judged floor replacement was
not necessary to get a good result.
Another feature I normally do not
incorporate on my models is lighting, so
that will not be discussed in this article.
Nothing done to the model would
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preclude adding a Walthers lighting kit,
though care will be required when reworking the trucks.
If you buy a car on eBay or at a show, and
the handrail package and/or the
instruction sheet are missing, try
contacting
the
Walthers
service
department. I have done so on a couple
occasions
and
they
have
found
replacements.
Modeling Steps
Working on this model will be a lot easier
if it is disassembled. However, certain of
the grab iron holes are easier to drill with
the car body intact, because the holes may
pierce two different parts of the model
structure. If you intend to mount the
grabs, drill those holes before taking the
car apart.
The floor can be removed by unscrewing
things one at a time, starting with the
trucks.
Following that, the drawbar
brace/cover, the drawbar itself and then
the floor screws need to be removed. Be
sure and note how the electrical strips are
oriented so that when you reassemble the
car, they can be placed in the proper
positions. Sometimes the ends can be
popped off at this point. Usually they
must wait until the roof comes off.
The instruction sheet that comes with the
car goes over the procedure for removing
the roof, which is perhaps the hardest
thing to do in the whole project. The tabs,
which hold the roof on must be released
from the car skeleton. If you have lost
your instruction sheet, these tabs are
located the following distances from the
RPO end of the car:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

15mm or 0.59 inches or 4.28 scale feet
85 mm or 3.35 inches or24.29 scale feet
145mm or 5.71 inches or 41.43 scale feet
215 mm or 8.46 inches or 61.43 scale feet
275 mm or 10.83 inches or 78.57 scale
feet

A number 17 blade can be used to
GENTLY get between the car side and the
roof. Then, with careful pressure, you can
push the tab out of its slot and release that
portion of the roof. I recommend starting
from the baggage room end. You only
have to release one side, as that will enable
you to unlock the opposite one. On other
Walthers car models, the roof can be
loosened by gently twisting the car body
from the ends, which caused the end tabs
to release. I found that the RPO model is
more rigid in torsion because the frame is
stouter due to fewer windows than a
conventional coach or sleeper model, so
the method on the instruction sheet works
better. It is almost impossible to get the
roof off without bending or breaking one
or more of the tabs. Just bend/glue them
back into place with styrene cement. You
may also wish to use a different roof
mounting system when you reassemble
the car and I would normally do that as
well. In the case of the RPO, I decided that
it would not likely be necessary to get
inside the car again once it was
reassembled. Hence, I chose to reuse the
Walthers tab system when reassembling
the car.
Reworking the Car Floor
If you choose to body mount the couplers,
you will need a small shim between a
standard Kadee or another coupler box
and the floor.
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Photo 3. Coupler
underbody.

mounting

pad

and

The trucks can be remounted so that you
can test your coupler height with the
template (See Photo 4). I start with a piece
of .040 styrene and sand/file it down to
the point where the coupler mates
perfectly with the template. I use the #58
scale couplers on my cars for better
appearance, and the box is mounted with
a 2-56 self-tapping screw.

Photo 4. Using coupler height gauge.

The folks who do the research for the brass
model importers do very meticulous work,
so I take advantage of that when adding
underbody detail to my car projects. In
the case of the Walthers RPO, I used my
prior Eastern Car Works kit smash project,
which in turn was patterned after a
Challenger 1940 brass 20th Century model.
My detail additions to the Walthers floor
consist of:
1.
Removing the belt driven generator
and substituting a Cal Scale GE-352 20 Kw
genemotor (See Photo 3).
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There is also a small control box needed
for the genemotor, which can be seen in
the photo. You can easily scratch build
this piece from styrene or search around
the parts box for something suitable. I
keep a supply of underbody detail parts
from different manufacturers for times
such as this.
1. Adding three Cal Scale, VT-358, vapor
traps as shown in (Photo 3).
2. Adding two Precision Scale single vapor
traps, one on each side between the
genemotor and the truck (See Photo 5).
Precision Scale makes this part in brass,
HO-33169 or plastic, HO-33170.
I
recommend brass, as it is sturdier.
However, I already had the plastic part
on hand, so that’s what I used.

systems. You will notice the underside of
the RPO does not have a water tank. The
water tank on these cars was mounted up
under the roof of the car and fed by
gravity. This will impact detail in the
reworking of the roof.
You can also see (Photo 3) the shims
mounted for the coupler boxes and small
styrene angles glued so that the coupler
boxes don’t rotate. The coupler boxes are
mounted with a number 2-56 self-tapping
screw. I add a very small piece of .010”
styrene to the bottom of the coupler box to
make sure the shank does not droop. I
choose not to include the steam and air
lines as they are in the direct line of fire
during
coupling
and
uncoupling
operations.
When the floor of the completed car is
compared to the one I did for the ECW
conversion (See Photo 6), you can see a
variance in the position of a few
underbody components.

Photo 5. Underbody with PSC steam traps
and EP brake valve

3. Adding the EP valve from a Cal Scale
190-359 HSC Brake Set. I keep the EP
valves from other models where I have
applied the balance of the parts from the
brake set but where EP valves are not
needed (See Photo 5). If you must buy
the set, you can use all the components in
it to replace the Walthers pieces, which
are somewhat crude.
I should mention that Cal Scale is now
owned by Bowser and the detail parts can
be ordered on-line. Other things that I did
not include but that you might want to
consider are piping for the air and steam
NYCentral Modeler

Photo 6. Complete underbody compared to
ECW conversion.

As noted, the underbody of ECW car was
based on a brass car. To understand what
the correct underbody layout is for sure,
you would need to consult the PullmanStandard drawings at the Illinois Railway
Museum.
I decided to leave the
components of the Walthers car alone.
The underbodies of NYC’s post-war cars
were initially painted “gunmetal,” not
black. I replicate this with a combination
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of grimy black and engine black, the same
color used on my FWDs. You can paint
the whole underbody or you can just paint
the new components to match the
Walthers flat black paint. Battery box
faces may have been initially painted gloss
black or gunmetal, but road grime quickly
obscured the difference. Once you finish
attaching things to the underbody, you
should cut/sand/grind off any mounting
lugs that protrude up into the car, so they
do not interfere with re-assembly.
Reworking the Roof

job of that but later when I repainted the
roof, some of the marks still showed.
The new vents used by NYC when
modifying these cars are not documented
in any literature that I have seen. If one
looks at the photo of the new ACF car built
in 1947 (See Photo 2) it appears that the
vents taper from the top down to the
opening. Bethlehem Car Works makes a
part (See Photo 8) that can be trimmed
with a #17 blade to resemble the vents on
the ACF car.

Getting the roof correct will require
stripping the existing Garland vents off. If
you are good enough to get them off
intact, it is worth the effort because they
are a detail part not readily available.
Photo 10 shows the roof with the vents
removed.

Photo 10. Roof detail added before painting.

The good news is that the fewer number of
vents ultimately used on these cars fit in
the same locations, so they will cover the
holes. The other four holes, just as on the
prototype, need patching. You can fill the
scars with body putty if you like. I chose
to simulate a welded patch with a small
piece of 0.005” styrene. Using such a thin
piece means it will not stand out too far.
Securing the patch is a good job for ACC,
because styrene cement can damage thin
pieces of styrene. If you use a file to
remove the existing vents, be sure and use
some fine sandpaper to dress the file
marks. I thought I had done a satisfactory
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Photo 8. BCW Kit Bits Long Garland Roof
Vents.

Dress the cuts with a small file and fine
sandpaper. I then take the edge of a small
file and create an opening at the bottom of
the vent to increase realism. You will need
to make seven of these vents. Once they
are secured, you can add the roof
handrails per plan and the simulated
water fill fixture as shown. (Photo 9). This
feature was once common on NYC cars
and the 1938 Century diners had gravity
fed water systems as well. Post war diners
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had both styles of tanks, so that the
kitchens still had water if the car was in
the yard, but the air had been bled off.

Photo 9. Water fill and vents added to end
of roof.
Cars with gravity fed water systems,
which included many NYC heavyweight
coaches, had a small fill valve on the car
roof. I replicate this with Precision Scale
part 48273, called “large clean-out plug,”
(Photo 10) shows the completed roof detail
before painting. For passenger car roofs, I
use engine black, which gives a flat finish.
I had some water-soluble material left over
to do this with. If you are going to use a
solvent based paint, better try it out on a
small area first. If the existing paint
bubbles, you will have to strip it off before
applying the new coat of black.
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Reworking the Car Sides and Ends
If you want to model the car as it appeared
in later years, you would want to strip the
factory paint and lettering. Repainting or
even over coating the existing paint will
require removing the windows. I’ve never
had a problem breaking the window glue
bond with a number 17 blade to get the
windows loose. You can then clean up the
old glue with the same knife and some
sand paper.
The clear plastic strips in
between the windows may break in the
process of removal.
However, the
window areas themselves are so thick, I
have never had them break. The car
number should be applied at this point.
I’ve not seen a photo of these cars after the
new 1948 two-tone gray scheme was
applied, but photos of new ACF 4908
show the number centered under the
words “Railway Post Office,” half-way
between the bottom of these letters and the
bottom of the side sheet. (See Photo 2)
Drawing R-51773 shows a slightly
different spacing of the lettering
underneath the windows versus 4908 and
what comes on the Walthers model, but
not enough to worry about unless you
want to repaint the sides. If you do
remove the windows, they can be glued
back with canopy cement.
If modeling the car in later years, you
would enhance the rub plates below the
doors. The best way to do that is to
consult pictures of the prototype car after
the plates were applied at Beech Grove.
From picture evidence, it appears that the
cars also had sealed windows applied
when this modification took place. The
late Jerry LaBoda’s excellent website has
links to pictures of the car in later years.
Unlike the 9100 series baggage cars, the
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rub plates on the 1938 baggage RPOs do
not extend below the original side sheets
of the car.
As noted, the four windowpane doors
(See Photo 11) are the correct ones to use
for the NYC version of this car circa 1938
to 1958. Because RPO cars were not air
conditioned, the windows of the cars were
originally built to open.

Photo 11. Two styles of baggage doors.

To maintain security, there were bars
placed across the lower portion of the
windows. While you can’t see a lot inside
the model, you can see the bars, so I added
them. I glue short strips of white styrene;
usually .010” between the windows with
canopy glue, then cut sections of .010”
stainless wire to represent the bars. I take
a toothpick with a very little bit of
Walthers Goo and put it on the white
styrene strips, then add the window bars.
(Photo 12) shows what this assembly looks
like once complete.
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Photo 12. Window bar mounting.

Note that the mail hook needs to be placed
so that it faces FORWARD which is the
OPPOSITE of what is shown on the
Walthers instruction sheet. Other than
mounting grab irons and the mail catcher
arms, there is not a whole lot to do. I
chose to put the handrails on the sides of
the car while they were separated from the
frame, but added the mail hook after the
car was reassembled. Once in place, I
clipped any part of the grab irons
protruding inside the car so that the sides
would fit flush on the frame.
If you intend to apply full width
diaphragms, it is probably best to leave the
handrails off the end of the car. Coach
Yard makes FWDs, and they come in
different colors. American Limited also
makes them, albeit with solid plastic sides
representing the bellows. I use the latter
because I can shape the striker plate to
resemble the ones used by Pullman
Standard on the vast majority of the cars
they equipped with FWDs. (See Photo 13)
for my rendition of the full width
diaphragm striker plate.
The original Pullman Lettering drawing
for the 1948 paint scheme shows that the
outer curtains were supposed to be
painted in the same dark gray as the car
sides. Photo evidence suggests that this
didn’t happen. That could be because
whatever color was applied gave a low
reflectance on the bellows material
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resulting in a distinctly different
appearance compared to the paint on the
car side.

Photo 13. FWD striker plate.

Photo evidence suggests that this didn’t
happen. That could be because whatever
color was applied gave a low reflectance
on the bellows material resulting in a
distinctly different appearance compared
to the paint on the car side. It could also
be that the paint simply did not last under
the constant flexure of the bellows. I paint
my FWDs a combination of grimy black
and engine black, which turns out as a
dark, flat gray. For this model, I am
leaving the FWDs off the car for the time
being, because none my other Walthers
20th Century cars have them yet. If you
decide to use American Limited FWDs, I
recommend filing/sanding down the
mounting brackets molded in for the
Walthers diaphragms.
Otherwise, the
American Limited striker plate and
bellows assembly will stick out too far.
Finally, there is the matter of lettering.
Walthers chose to try and include the
prototype ¼ inch black fine line stripe on
the lettering gray numbers, letters and
stripes. This makes the number appear
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dimmer and smaller. In addition, the
numbers they provided on the decal sheets
appear to be 4 inches high, matching the
other lettering below the RPO windows.
In reality the NYC used 5-inch fonts for
the car numbers. In any case, using the
numbers on the decal sheet provided by
Walthers will not give the best results.
You can grab a 5-inch high number
sequence from an old Champ PH-33 set.
In addition, Microscale makes set 87-932
with 5-inch numbers. Lettering diagrams
obtained from NYCSHS CDs (available
from the Collinwood Shops), indicate the
length of the four-digit car number string
is 36 inches, over the outside edges of the
numerals. I chose to use 5-inch numbers
from the PH-33 set, which are brighter
than the ink used by Walthers to letter the
car. The brightness of the Champ numbers
makes the font look larger than the
Walthers font, which is not a bad thing
(See Photo 14).

Photo 14. Post Office lettering and car
number.

The Champ numbers don’t have the black
fine lining, so they represent a
compromise. By repainting the car sides
and re-lettering everything, you can avoid
this, but at the cost of significant labor.
Reworking the Trucks
I hear a lot of complaints on chat lists
dealing with the poor pulling power of
HO locomotives when coupled to
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passenger cars. While some of the fault
may lie with the motive power, the routine
grades and curves on layouts are almost
always far more than those found on
prototype railroad main lines. What to a
modeler appears to be a very generous 40inch radius curve, equates to a 290-foot
radius in real life, which in railroad
engineering parlance is equivalent to
curvature over 19 degrees.
Most
prototype rolling stock cannot negotiate
curves much sharper than 19 degrees and
the recommended maximum for new
construction is about 13 degrees, or 60
inches in HO. Prototype train resistance
formulae credit each degree of curvature
with adding the equivalent of .04 percent
in gradient. That is to say that a 19-degree
curve is the equivalent of a gradient of .75
percent. In determining how much of a
train you can pull on a layout, the
equivalent gradient produced by curves
must be added to the actual gradient of the
track to get an estimate of overall
resistance. Given the high train resistance
inherent on the layouts modelers typically
operate on, it is important to pay attention
to how well cars roll.
My experience is that you can significantly
improve the rolling performance of almost
any off-the-shelf passenger car truck. If
you plan on running passenger trains of
any significant length (say 8 cars or more),
you simply MUST pay attention to the
rolling qualities of the trucks on the cars.
This RPO is no exception. Here are the
steps needed in getting free-rolling cars:
1.
Get a roll testing facility, such as the
one made by Reboxx. You can make your
own if you like, just so it allows for
reproducible results. Take the truck under
scrutiny and release it at the top of the
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grade and see how many times it seesaws
back and forth before coming to a rest at
the bottom. Repeat this several times,
averaging the results, which become the
“before case.”
2.
Disassemble the truck and use “The
Tool” (Reboxx part T100) to ream out the
axle bearing locations in the side frame.
This will remove any burrs that may be
contributing to friction.
3.
From your stock of axle/wheelsets,
test different lengths (I use Reboxx) by
substituting them for the manufacturer’s
axle/wheelsets. Be mindful of insulation
patterns if you intend to light the car. Test
different axle/wheelsets by reassembling
the truck, taking care that side frames and
bolsters are as square as possible.
4.
Repeat the testing procedure from
1., noting the improvement for each trial
axle length. The one that achieves the best
improvement is your best “after case.”
The Walthers trucks are a bit crude, so it is
worthwhile to carefully examine the side
frames and bolsters to make sure there is
no warpage. I keep a spare supply of
these trucks on hand just in case. It can
also be true that you get better results with
different wheel/axle lengths in the same
truck. With the RPO, the modeler deals
with three axle trucks and it is worthwhile
to test axle/wheelsets of a very slightly
shorter length in the middle position once
you have found what works best in the
outer positions. This strategy should help
reduce resistance in tight turnouts and
curves by improving lateral play at the
center point, thus reducing any tendency
of the trucks to bind. By substituting
Reboxx axle/wheels sets of 1.005
(25.53mm) in length, I achieved a doubling
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in the performance the RPO trucks
compared to the original Walthers trucks.
That was accomplished without testing
shorter lengths in the middle positions.
There is controversy over whether to add a
drop of oil to the journals. I have no
opinion on this and leave that to the
experience of the modeler. Some say it
helps, some say it helps but the effect is
short lived and some say that oil attracts
dust and dirt, eventually reducing the
rolling performance.
Since I do not light my cars, I use a small
grinder and flatten the heads of the four
screws designed to hold the trucks
together. This provides clearance between
the tops of the screw heads and the metal
wipers mounted on the bottom of the car
floor, which are intended to make contact
for lighting current. The friction afforded
by the screw heads and wipers impedes
the turning resistance of the trucks, further
adding to the drag in a long passenger
train negotiating curves on the layout. If
you want to light your Walthers cars I
suggest you think about an alternative
method of power pick-up.
To their credit, Walthers produced the
correct NYC K-10-XR truck for this RPO
and if you have designs on modeling a
1938 Century diner down the road, it
would be a good idea to lay in a supply of
these trucks, as they are correct for that car
as well. If not available from Walthers, I
note that they appear on eBay from time to
time.
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Completion of the Car
Once the roof, sides and floor are
complete, (See Photo 15), the car can be
reassembled. Depending on how long it
takes you to complete this project, the
instruction sheet could well come in handy
for reminding where the various parts go.
If you don’t have it, some cell phone
pictures of the disassembly process would
be beneficial.

Photo 15. Major components ready to
assemble.
Once you have everything back together
(See Photo 16), the Walthers model, as
modified and updated, will make an
attractive part of your 20th Century
Limited.

Photo 16, Completed Walthers car.
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Photo 17 shows the Walthers model compared to my effort based on the Eastern Car Works
kit.

For Modelers, the Central
Headlight is Invaluable

This is just one of the many articles in the
Central Headlight that provides excellent
modeling information. Check them out.
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NYCS SW-1 Switchers: Part 3- Modeling a Phase III Unit
Article by Seth Lakin
In Part 1 of this series that appeared in the
3rd Quarter 2017 NYCentral Modeler, we
looked at the 103 SW1s that were built for
the New York Central. In part 2 which
appeared in the 2nd Quarter 2018
NYCentral Modeler, I showed how I
modeled a Phase I and Phase II versions of
the SW1. Here in Part 3, is how I built a
model of a NYC phase III SW1 as well as
second Phase I SW1.
NYC’s Phase III switchers were classed
DES-5d and DES-5e and were numbered
610-621. These were the second NYC
SW1’s to wear those numbers. In 1949, the
1939-1941
built
DES-6
class
was
renumbered from 600-654 to 650-704 to
make room for additional DES-5
locomotives. In 1966 in preparation of the
Penn Central merger, the phase III units
were numbered 8436-8447, numbers they
would
also
wear
under
Conrail
ownership.
Originally I was not planning on modeling
a phase III unit. How to model the
chicken wire radiator grilles that define
the phase III units was the insurmountable
hurdle.
Tackling this obstacle kept
passing in and out of my mind for months.
Some ideas included shortening Detail
Associates photo etched grill designed for
the Proto SW9/1200, cutting down the
grilles from a Proto SW9/1200 shell,
shorten them and graft them into the SW1
body, or even scratch building the grilles
from styrene strips and mesh. All I feared
would look sloppy on top of the model
where it would be out in the open.
Then I thought about drawing them in 3D
on the computer then having them
printed. I have been intrigued by this
NYCentral Modeler

Photos by Seth Except as Noted
technology since first reading about it a
few years ago. Recently many public
libraries have opened Maker Labs. These
labs typically have computers with a 3D
printer, laser cutter and other tools with
assistants that allow the public to design
on the computer and produce anything
imaginable.
I stopped in at the Maker Lab at the main
branch of the Chicago Public Library and
got a quick lesson in 3D drawing. I
decided to take on the challenge of
modeling a phase III SW1. Soon a SW1
phase III radiator grille was taking shape
on my computer. When the design was
completed, I sent it off to be commercially
printed. Then this 3D print was used as a
master for casting in resin radiator grilles.
Since then KV Models has released a photo
etched radiator grill for the phase III SW1.

Designed with free web based 3D design
software the phase III radiator grilles were
created on a printer.)

The techniques I used here also apply to
modeling other railroad’s phase III SW1’s
including Boston & Maine 1119-1132,
Chicago & Northwestern 1268-1279,
Illinois Central 9031 and 9032, Lehigh
Valley 118 and 119, Nickel Plate 105 and
106 and Pennsylvania’s 9396-9428 as well
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as a handful of industrial operators. Later
these locomotives went on to work for
Penn Central, Conrail, Norfolk & Western
and Amtrak.
As has been said many times before, check
photographs when modeling a specific
prototype. The phase III SW1 I chose to
model is number 611, which was
photographed in Chicago in 1965. This
engine would be renumbered to 8437 in
1966 and later transferred to subsidiary
road the Chicago River & Indiana as their
8437. It would become Conrail 8437 in
1976 and retired still wearing black paint
in the early 1980’s.

Moving on to the body shell, the louvered
radiator grilles were sanded off and
replaced with the resin radiator grilles. A
Custom Finishing 285 SW1 Sloped Hood
Conversion replaced the stepped hood in
front of the cab and a Cannon & Company
1504 EMD late switcher cab replaced the
Walthers cab. Details Associates 1011 Pyle
Dual Beam Switcher Headlight replaced
the model’s single beam headlight
completing the conversion to a phase III.

Changes made to the Walthers SW1 shell
include replacement of the headlight, radiator
grilles, hood section in front of the cab and the
cab itself.
New York Central SW1 611 is shown in
Chicago in 1965. Chuck Zeiler Photo)

As with the previous NYC SW1’s that I
modeled, the first step was to strip the
model’s paint. Soaking the shell in 91%
isopropyl alcohol and scrubbing with an
old toothbrush removed the old paint.
Modifications to the frame are the same as
the phase II, with the removal of the drop
sections next to the steps to make a
straight frame and the addition of polling
pockets in the step wells. Addition of a
Digitrax DN-136 DCC decoder fills out
modifications to the frame.
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Other details were applied to the model to
match the photo of 611 include Archer 6”
louver decals were added to the
appropriate doors, Tichy straight and drop
grab irons, Precision Scale cab arm rests,
Details West firecracker radio antenna,
Details Associates EMD Switcher lift rings
while the air horn was removed from the
original cab and installed on the new cab.
Brass wire .015” in diameter was bent for
the grab irons on the front sand box lid
and conduit for the radio antenna.
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renumbered to 8491 a number it would
later wear for Penn Central and Conrail.

Details added to the Cannon & Company late
switcher cab include the air horn from the
Walthers engine; firecracker antenna from
Details West, conduit for the antenna from
brass wire and cab arm rests from Precision
Scale.

NYC’s phase III SW1’s were the only
SW1’s delivered with end pilot chevrons.
Later the addition of a white frame stripe
was added to most units, this is how I
lettered my locomotive. Microscale decal
sets 87-88 and 87-618 provided the
lettering used on the locomotive.

NYC 694 shows its cylindrical exhaust stack
in this 1958 view captured in Elkhart, Indiana
by Dennis Schmidt.

As with all NYC’s SW1’s that were built
before World War II, the 694 was delivered
with a short exhaust stack. Soon the
railroad installed a cylindrical cowl
around the exhaust stacks to lift the
exhaust fumes up and over the cab, which
increased the crew’s visibility and air
quality. These cylindrical exhaust stacks
were used until the EMD conical style
stack replaced the cylindrical ones in 1949.
However at least two locomotives still had
the cylindrical stacks in to 1979, thirty
years after the design had changed.
While developing the phase III radiator
grilles, I also created a SW1 cylindrical
exhaust stack using drawings that are
contained in the New York Central System
Historical Society’s archives.
The 3D
printed grill was available from the
Collinwood Shop but has completely sold
out. The stack is still available.

Finished model of SW1 611 is set to go to work
on the model railroad.

I decided to model a fourth NYC SW1
using a new Walthers Mainline SW1. For
this unit I chose to model to DES-6e 694.
This locomotive was built in April 1941 as
NYC 644. In 1949, it was renumbered with
all other DES-6 locomotives becoming 694.
In 1966 this locomotive would be
NYCentral Modeler

Created from a drawing
contained in the New
York Central System
Historical
Society’s
archive, an HO scale of
the cylindrical exhaust
stack
is
available
through the Collinwood
Shop.
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You
can
obtain
the
stack
at:
http://www.nycshs.net/HO-Scale-DetailParts_c_166.html
Other details added to the model include a
scratch built air whistle that I detailed in
Part 1 of this series in the 3rd Quarter 2017
issue of the Modeler, Precision Scale 39046
cab arm rests, Detail Associates 2312 cab
air deflectors, Archer louver decals to
appropriate doors and canvas cab awnings
were created from a piece of .010 brass
wire and a piece of .010x.188 strip of
styrene.

Using the cab from the Walthers model,
Precision Scale arm rests, canvas sunshades
made from brass wire and styrene strip, an air
whistle turned from a short piece of brass rod,
and conduit from brass wire for the roof safety
light.

The 1958 photo of 694 that I was working
off of shows that the locomotive did not
have the white frame stripe. But this photo
did not show if the locomotive had the
pilot chevrons applied or not.
Pilot
chevrons started to be added to the SW1’s
with the delivery of the DES-5d and DES5e units in 1950. Soon after, other units
began receiving the chevrons. I was able
to find a 1955 photo of 694 that the
chevrons were applied at the time of the
NYCentral Modeler

1958 photo. With all the other SW1’s in
my fleet the unit was lettered using
Microscale decals.

HO scale model of #694 rests between
assignments on the model railroad.

This concludes our three-part look and
modeling NYC’s SW1’s. Deliveries of
SW1’s to the NYC began in 1939 and
continued through 1950. Each successive
order of these little switch engines slightly
differed for the last order. From short
stubby exhaust stacks to conical versions,
air whistles to single chime air horns,
arched cab windows to rectangular styles,
from single beam headlights to dual sealed
ones, stepped to slanted hoods, or
louvered to mesh radiator vents, NYC’s
SW1’s varied straight from the erecting
halls of EMD. Then with modifications
done by the railroad like exhaust stacks,
door louvers, plating cab windows,
addition of radio equipment and roof
safety lights, by the late 1950s it is highly
unlikely that any of the SW1s were
identical to another.
All 103 NYC’s SW1’s, the most of any
other railroad could be found switching
passenger stations and coach yards along
the mainlines, to working customers
freight sidings, to even leading the two
round trips of the passenger trains plying
the backwoods Hitop Branch deep in the
hills of West Virginia. It’s a truly unique
and versatile little diesel locomotive.
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And Now For Something Completely Different
Article by Will Tajibnapis

Photos by Will

I was born in Tuindorp, an unimaginatively
named suburb of the Dutch City of Utrecht,
in 1947, to a Dutch mother and Indonesian
father (Tuindorp translates to Garden
Village). My father, in a case of incredibly
bad timing, had travelled to the Netherlands
from the then Dutch East Indies to pursue a
law degree — in 1939. He met my mother
during the German occupation and they
married after the war ended.

Santa Fe, the Super Chief, and the Twentieth
Century Limited. I lived in the New York City
area for a while, and often took a train to
and from GCT. So it was not by chance that
in 1994 I picked up a NYC Public Timetable
(Form 1001) effective December 1st, 1947,
at a flea market.

We lived in my Mom’s parent’s house. Once I
was old enough, my grandmother, whenever
she wanted him out of the house (which was
often), would ask my grandfather to take me
for a walk. These walks with “Opa Pip” (as I
named him because of his pipe) always
included the street by the electrified
railroad tracks a block from the house, and
thus I became a lifelong model railroader, as
photographs of me playing with wooden
trains attest. And, to use a term used by the
model railroad author Iain Rice, I still get
weak at the knees at the sight of railroad
catenary.

Fast-forward many decades, to 1976, when I
moved to Minneapolis, MN. The Minneapolis
- St. Paul area, is blessed with a plethora of
“operating” model railroads. For me, doing
benchwork and laying track comes a distant
second in fun to operating on a layout. The
only way I could motivate myself to build a
layout of my own was to create something
different from everyone else’s: hence my
layout, which encompasses just Toledo
Union Station and the immediate environs,
is devoted just to passenger trains.

So how did I end up modeling Toledo in
1947? Having grown up abroad, I have no
particular attachment to the local railroads.
But any railfan who reads English knows
about the New York Central, the Pennsy, the
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Fascinating stuff! The timetable listed all of
the sleeper and coach transfers between
NYC trains and between NYC trains and
foreign road trains in great detail, down to
the type of sleeper involved. How much
more civilized and pleasant than jogging
across an airport terminal to make a
connection! I spent many a happy though
futile hour trying to draw a graph of all
these transfers, until it dawned upon me
that here was fodder for a passengerswitching model railroad.
So what to model? My modest basement
(22’ x 22’, with a 10’ x 14’ addition) can only
handle one terminal, and an obvious choice
like Buffalo was way too large. I quickly
discovered Toledo.

Unlikely as it may seem, Toledo Union
Station is a busy place in 1947. Over 70
passenger trains of four different railroads
pass through, originate, or terminate at this
9 track station which sits at the cross roads
of the NYC Water Level Route and the line
from Detroit, MI to Columbus, OH. The
portion from Toledo to Columbus is part of
the old Toledo & Ohio Central line (a NYC
subsidiary).
Consider the action at 1:20 am. The station
is alive with the hiss of standing steam
engines, the rumble of idling diesels, and the
chuffing and clanking of the station
switcher.
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NYC #311 arrived from Detroit and
terminated on Track 3 with a heavyweight
sleeper and coach pair each for Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, and Columbus, OH.

NYC #9, the mail train that arrived from
Cleveland at 1:15 am, is on Track 2 and
will depart in 25 minutes.
NYC #280, a Chicago Cleveland train,
“The Maumee,” arrives at 1:35 am on
Track 5, with a consist of heavyweight
sleepers and coaches, including a sleeper
and coach for Pittsburgh.

Toledo Station 1:20am: L to R: B&O #57
Detroit to Louisville. #311 Detroit to Toledo
with sleeper & coach for #288 & #280. #9
Cleveland Chicago Mail Train arrived 1:15am.

B&O #57 just arrived from Detroit. It will
leave for Louisville at 1:25 am. It also
serves as a Detroit connection for B&O #8,
the Chicago - Baltimore Shenandoah,
which it meets at Deshler, OH.

1:30am: #280 The Maumee: Chicago Cleveland with a Pittsburgh coach and sleeper
for #288 approaching Toledo station.

The station switcher now removes the
Pittsburgh cars from #280 and attaches the
Cleveland cars from #311 to it. The
Pittsburgh cars go on Track 4, were the
Pittsburgh cars from #311 where placed
earlier. These cars now become NYC #288,
a Toledo-Pittsburgh train, departing at
2:00 am #280 is now ready for its 2:30 am
departure. The remaining sleeper and
coach for Columbus, OH from #311 will
depart much later, at 4:15am, as OC (Ohio
Central) #4.

1:30am: B&O #57 heading south on the helix
with sleepers for Akron (via #8 The
Shenandoah at Deshler, OH), Dayton,
Cincinnati, & Louisville.

NYCentral Modeler
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1:35am: Toledo Station L to R: #280 The
Maumee, Hudson 5335, power for #288, #311,
#9 Mail Train.
1:45am: #9 departs Toledo station.

1:40am: Switcher building #288 with Chicago Pittsburgh sleeper and coach from #280.
#9 at Armstrong Junction, about to enter “The
Loops”.

1:45am: Switcher pulls Detroit - Cleveland
sleeper from #311.
Switcher putting the last car, the DetroitCleveland Sleeper from #311 onto #288.

NYCentral Modeler
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quickly. And I knew from experience that
for an engineer to run a passenger train
from staging to a station, have it switched,
run it back to staging, and do this
repeatedly really gets old. All those
“window trains” start to look the same
after a while.
Here is where I got creative, and why this
article
has
“something
completely
different” in the title.
2:00am: #288, The Pittsburgh Special, departing
Toledo.

2:30am: #280, The Maumee, departing Toledo.

And so it goes on, with only a few quiet
periods, all night and day long. I have
often wondered how the folks who lived
in the houses on the hill behind the station
got any sleep.
So I decided to model passenger train
switching at Toledo Union Station circa
1947-48.
Now there is a good reason that passenger
train switching oriented layouts are rare.
Unlike with freight trains, the switching of
passenger trains is pretty much the same
every day. Doing the same thing every
operating session would get old pretty
NYCentral Modeler

First, as alluded to above, I decided the
only “on-stage” location would be Toledo
Union Station.
Second, the normal approach to modeling
a busy operation like Toledo would be to
run only some of the trains, typically the
most “interesting” ones, thereby enabling
the use of a fast clock. Instead, I opted to
run every train in the timetable, and use a
“railroad” clock that runs 1:1. This means
that an operating session covers just two
or three hours of a twenty-four hour day,
so each successive operating session is
different from the previous one. By
stretching out a “day” to encompass
around 10 to 12 operating sessions, the
repetitiveness problem is solved.
Third, the staging yards (I ended up
having two of them) do not contain
already made up trains, but instead
function much like a prototypical coach
yard. Engineers are given a train
description card and a stack of waybills
(not car cards). Engineers assemble their
own trains, and at the appointed time
depart for Toledo. Upon arrival, due to the
crossroads nature of Toledo, many trains
do some switching, thus providing some
needed added interest. Departing trains
return to staging, and are then
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disassembled by the engineer.
The above approach to train make-up
accomplishes two things. First, by having
the engineer read the train description and
paying attention to each car as (s)he makes
up the train, it is hoped that the engineer
becomes “one with the train.” Second, by
not having all the trains for a session made
up in advance (and also because a “day” is
broken up into several sessions) the layout
requires far fewer cars than it would using
the conventional approach. This was of
particular importance to me, because,
unlike most model railroaders, I did not
have a stash of cars accumulated over past
years in anticipation of someday building
a layout. As it stands, I ended up needing
and having well over a hundred cars
anyway.
Genesis of the Track Plan
So at this point I had figured out what I
was going to model (Toledo Union Station
and environs) and a way to operate that
would solve the problems that typical
bedevil passenger train operation. Now all
I needed was a track plan, some
locomotives, and lots and lots of passenger
cars. We will talk about my equipment
needs further on, under “Fools Rush In.”
So about the track plan: The layout space
is a 22’ by 22’ basement, with a 10’ by 14’
annex. All I needed was a nine-track
depot, some running room so my trains
could strut their stuff, and staging. Should
be a snap, especially because reading track
plan articles and books is one of my
hobbies within the hobby. My copy of
“Creative Layout Design” by John
Armstrong has literally fallen apart from
repeated readings.
NYCentral Modeler

But after drawing up my basement to
scale, to my dismay I drew a complete
blank. Absolutely nothing came to me. So I
solicited help from fellow model
railroaders, but what they came up with
just was not adequate.
Fortunately, I was able to enlist the aid of
none other than the aforementioned dean
of track planning, Mr. John Armstrong
himself. What a thrill to fill out the “givens
and druthers” section of his track planning
kit, and an even bigger thrill to open the
track plan packet when it arrived in the
mail.
And what I got flabbergasted me (Figure
1: the original track plan). Two levels? A
multilevel layout was not what I expected,
or frankly, wanted. But closer inspection
revealed how years of track planning had
informed the design.
Armstrong had evidently known from the
start that my basement was in fact not big
enough to accommodate both staging and
some running room on one level,
especially since both a North-South and
East-West mainline needed to be
represented. Hence the decision to put
staging on a second, lower level.
John’s experience also showed in a couple
of other decisions he made. He moved my
water heater!
This to accommodate trackage that could
then loop around the furnace. He avoided
putting the bridge over the Maumee River
in the obvious spot, the doorway between
the two rooms. By putting the bridge in
the back room he was able to make good
use of that space. He tunneled through the
wall between the two rooms, something
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which I had indicated was feasible
(although as it turned out it was barely so.

The Mercury entering
Memorial Tunnel”.

“Hammer

Drill

The Mercury exiting “Hammer Drill Memorial
Tunnel, thereby entering the back room.

John anticipated that I might want some
freight operation after all by including
Airline Yard. Finally, there were a couple
of nice touches: an interchange with the
Pennsy, and team tracks in Toledo.
So I pronounced myself pleased with the
result. Nonetheless, I still had some major
concerns.
In
ascending
order
of
importance they were:
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1. In order to traverse the trackage that
loops around the furnace, a train on the
East-West route would actually have to
go around the upper level twice, thus
actually going past the Toledo Station
twice.
2. Trains on the North-South route would
have almost no visible running room,
instead entering the depot from one
helix, only to disappear in the other
helix upon departure. But at least the
North-South staging was conducive to
the assembly and disassembly of trains.
3. The same could not be said of EastWest staging, which by its location and
configuration was clearly only suitable
for storing trains. And finally, having
two separated staging yards didn’t
align with the concept of having a
single pool of cars from which trains
were to be assembled.
At this point I discovered I had some track
planning ability after all: although unable
to design something from scratch, I was
able to take an existing plan and make
modifications to it in order to have it suit
my needs. The result is Figure 2.
The pivotal change I made is to the loop
which originates at MixMaster Junction
and that goes around the furnace and the
water heater and returns to MixMaster.
Instead of just being a way to extend the
mainline, I changed the loop so that it
connects the upper level to the lower level,
on a 2.5% grade. I renamed Mixmaster
Junction Armstrong Junction.
This loop is now labeled,
unimaginatively, “The Loops.”
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Original Lower

Original Upper

Figure 1

Figure 1
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Modified Lower

Modified Upper

Figure 2

Figure 2
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This change meant that the East-West
staging yard could not remain where it
was, but it made possible the creation of a
staging yard underneath the (as yet not
built) Airline Yard to replace it.

The Mercury on the lower level of “The
Loops”.

The Mercury on the upper level of “The Loops,”
having circumnavigated the furnace.

The Mercury entering Armstrong Junction,
taking the westbound track.

NYCentral Modeler

Well, it didn’t take a genius to figure out
that this new yard could easily be
connected to the North-South Yard. So no
sooner said than done. I now still had two
staging yards, but they could be used in
tandem to build up any of the trains,
whether headed North, South, East, or
West. Renaming was in order. NorthSouth Yard was renamed Hokenson Yard,
after Tom Hokenson who designed the
revised lower level trackage.

Hokenson Yard named for Tom Hokenson.

The moved East-West Yard was renamed
Gilbert Yard after one of our cats, and besides,
I think Gilbert Yard sounds “railroad”.
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Will thought it would be fun to have a picture
of each cat next to the picture of the
yard/engine terminal named after it. This is
Gilbert.

Gilbert Yard, right side RPOs, baggage cars,
express cars, dormitory baggage cars.

Gilbert
Yard, Left
Side,
Combine,
coaches.
Wabash #2
staged for
later
departure.
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The somewhat grandiosely named Neil Engine
Terminal. And there is that Niagara.

The entrance to the staging area from “The
Loops” was named Morley crossing, to
honor my wife’s favorite uncle (on her
mother’s side) who owned a small
trucking company, and like Opa Pip
smoked, not a pipe, but a cigar. My wife
Chris has fond memories of “helping”
Grandpa Morley in his office by playing
on his typewriter. A spot was found in the
area between the two yards for engine
storage trackage, somewhat grandiosely
named Nell Engine Terminal (named after
another one of our cats, and, you guessed
it, I think it sounds railroady).
Oh, and I got rid of the helix that would
now have been between the two staging
areas.
To understand the rationale behind the
aforementioned lower level track plan, an
explanation of how the staging areas are
operated is in order, before going on to
discuss the other changes to the original
track plan.
All trains, regardless of their direction (i.e.
North, South, East, or West) start in
staging going in the same direction: from
4th Quarter 2018
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left to right as you are facing the layout.
Let’s look at putting together one of the
trains, #90, The Chicagoan, a ChicagoNew York overnight that carries a set-out
sleeper for Toledo and also sets out cars
for Columbus, Ohio at Toledo.
The train description and waybills for the
train are shown. (Figures 3 & 4) Note the
waybills for the Columbus coach and
sleeper, and for the Toledo setout sleeper.
The switcher in Gilbert Yard pulls the
requisite combine and coaches from the
yard and puts them on the mainline.

And this is Petronella aka Ella aka Nell in one
of her favorite spots: warm clean laundry
fresh out of the dryer.

The car cards for the cars pulled are
attached to the waybills. We pick an
engine from the Nell engine terminal, let’s
say a Niagara 4-8-4, and back it onto the
cars. The consist is now pulled to
Hokenson yard, using the belly track.

Gilbert Yard: Switcher begins assembly of
front end of #90 by positioning an RPO on the
main line.

Niagara 4016 pulling out of Nell Engine
Terminal.
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The switcher at Hokenson yard, a CSX GP40, pulls the requisite sleepers. (Figures 3
& 4) from the yard and puts it on the track
next to the belly track.

Figure 3
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The last sleeper needed, is the last car on yard
track, so it requires a long pull.

Figure 4

Yes, this switcher is a complete
anachronism, but remember we are off
stage. I needed a switcher with a lot of
pulling power, and this engine fit the bill,
and for $60 with decoder installed! The car
cards are again attached to the waybill.
The Niagara pulls ahead, backs onto the
sleeper. The consist is now complete, and
#90 proceeds forward, around the loop,
behind Hokenson yard, and stops at
Morley crossing.

Hokenson Yard: #4016 has arrived, and the
CSX GP40 is pulling out the rear two sleepers
for #90: 14s New Hudson, and 10s-1DR1compt Blue Bird Lake.
#4016 backs the front of the train onto the
cars on main track 2.

NYCentral Modeler
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#90 exits the reversing loop in lower staging,
and will proceed behind Hokenson Yard to
Morley Crossing and “The Loops.”

#90 has exited the staircase.

Five minutes prior to the scheduled arrival
time at Toledo 3:50am), #90 proceeds up
the “Loops,” and takes the right hand
track at Armstrong Junction to arrive at
Toledo going eastbound.

#90 approaches the staircase on the lower
level.
#90 proceeding past the water heater and
about to circumnavigate the furnace.

NYCentral Modeler
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#90 has exited “The Loops” at Armstrong
Junction and is exiting the staircase on the
upper level. Note the distance in height
between the two levels.

This concludes the first part of Will’s
article. Look for the continuation in the
next edition of the NYCentral Modeler.

Now some Big Four archives
for the editor!!
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See and Hear About Vinny Roberts’ Returns with the Second Part
of His NY & HV Railroad

Vinny shared this photo of his NYC layout. Be sure to check in on the next edition to see and hear all
about his wonderful railroad.

Tom Bailey Returns

In the next issue Tom Bailey shows us how to modify a Lambert Associates 851 Combine to make it
into a reasonably accurate mode of a NYC Lot 962 passenger-baggage combine.
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Will Tajibnapis Continues with Something Completely Different

Will has no scenery but has a completed layout where he operates his passion. NYCS passenger
trains. Be sure to check out his operating passenger train layout in his second phase of his article. –
January 2019.

Bob Shaw Returns with another O-Gauge Model Railroading Article

Bob writes about building a station platform in the next edition.
NYCentral Modeler
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NYCentral Modeler – “Mystery Photo”
Tell us what you think this building might be and where it was found. Send your answers to
NYCSHS@verizon.net

We are taking 2018 memberships now!!!
Don’t miss out on all of the fun and knowledge available with memberships
in the NYCSHS.
Modelers, Fans, Researchers, Former Employees.
You find them all.
Click here to join or renew for another year!! http://www.nycshs.net
Some more of the wonderful ads from the New York Central Railroad
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These ads take us back to a time when life was much more simple and trains provided the big
excitement for young people. Today, most aren’t even aware that railroads exists.

In 1919 the New York Central Magazine was published and distributed to the over 100,00 NYC
employees. Some of the ads were aimed at help the employees, but to help defray the cost of
publishing many companies provided ads for the magazine. These are one of each type from the May
1919 issue.
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Vintage NYCS Advertisements & Posters

These poster ads illustrate some of the things that made the NYCS great in years past. These two
feature the Pacemaker freight service. The second ad touts the fact that the NYCS devoted a lot of
focus on making sure that the passenger service it provided was first class. Keeping the trains clean
and neat were very import and to those wonderful days of long ago.

No. 1500 Class DEp, built by ALCo in March 1928 for passenger service. After eight years of service it
was returned to the builder. It is just one of the many diesels covered in one of our latest DVDsNew York Central System Diesel Locomotives on DVD and available in the Collinwood Shop.
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Final Thoughts
By Noel Widdifield

NYCSHS 2019 Convention
May 31 – June 2, 2019
Buffalo Marriott Niagara

The upcoming 2019 NYCSHS Convention will be held in Buffalo, NY. The poster pictured reminds us
that it is never too early to begin to think about the next convention. This one promises to provide
exciting tours, presentations, new models and lots of NYCS enthusiasts. The 2018 convention was a
huge success and this upcoming one promises to provide lots of excitement too. More details coming
soon.

For Details Go To: https://nycshs.org/nycshs-events/
NYCentral Modeler
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HO-Scale LS&MS Station Kit

The N-Scale architect is offering a large, laser-cut HO model that includes the roof dormers,
operator’s bay, and walls with decorative brick and stone courses. The stonework is separate
custom casting while the brick courses are laser-cut into the sides. The resulting 3D walls
will readily accept washes for brick color, mortar lines and weathering.
The largest four-bay HO structure scales to 15.4 x 4 inches on your layout. The smaller twobay building scales to 10 x 3 inches. Add space for trackside platforms AND ROOF
OVERHANG during your planning. We suggest about 3+ inches on each side.
Two Bay: Angola, NY; Bellevue, OH; Delta, OH; Jonesville, MI; Lenawee Jct., MI;
Mishawaka, IN; Mentor, OH; North East, PA; Sturgis, MI; Stryker, OH; Wauseon, OH; White
Pigeon, MI. Three Bay: Tipton, IN. Four Bay: Ashtabula, OH (hybrid); Conneaut, OH;
Franklin, OH; Geneva, OH; Hammond, IN (hybrid); Indiana Harbor, IN; Lafayette, IN;
Ogdensburg, NY (hybrid); Sandusky, OH.
MSRP $125.00. NYCSHS Members $99.95 and that is 20% off MSRP. Exclusive NYCSHS Structure Model
From N-Scale Architect in HO-Scale Deposit $62.50 for non-members and $50.00 for NYCSHS Members
Shipping and Ohio state tax for Ohio Residents Will be Added With Final Payment

The manufacturer has started to develop the kit. We should have it
soon!!!
http://www.nycshs.net/HO-Scale-Structures_c_139.html
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AMB HO-Scale NYC Caboose Kits
(Tongue & Groove - Lot 732)

(Lot 732 Pacemaker)

The Lot 732 caboose was built on the steel fish belly frames of 1910 era 36’ boxcars in 1944.
The 50 cabooses in the Lot were numbered 20100-20149. While they look like a standard
19000 series caboose they are longer with a distinctive steel C channel along the bottom of
the body. In 1946, five cabooses were rebuilt with plywood sides, different brake equipment
and were painted gray and crimson for Pacemaker service.
These NYCSHS exclusive HO-scale kits are laser cut and are a joy to build. They are less
trucks but Westerfields Models has the correct trucks. Offered here in the store at:
http://www.nycshs.net/American-Model-Builders-Laser-Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html . The
kits come with the decals for the appropriate caboose.
Non-members price is $64.95. NYCSHS Members Price $51.96 and that is 20% off MSRP for
members. Shipping is extra and Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/American-Model-Builders-Laser-Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html
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AMB N-Scale NYCS 19000 Wood Caboose Kit

Features: 100% laser-cut components with custom laser-scribed Birch plywood side, end
walls, and cupola; Tab & Slot carbody construction; Peel & Stick window, door, and trim
assembly; laser-cut underframe, end platforms, ladders, end railing, hand grabs, window
glazing, truss rods, and brake wheels; cast resin platform steps and brake gear; plastic
smokejack; custom decals by Tichy Train Group; and fully illustrated instructions that
provide information on painting and decaling the assembled model. No trucks or couplers
included.
Non-members price is $37.95. NYCSHS Members Price $30.36 and that is 20% off MSRP for
members. Shipping extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/American-Model-Builders_c_165.html

Central Headlight DVD 1970 – 2017

The imagines are on indexable PDF files. The Index can be opened in
any web browser. The price is $39.00 for NYCSHS members and $59.00 for non-members.
Free Shipping.
http://www.nycshs.net/Central-Headlight_c_16.html
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Steam Locomotives of the NYC

Steam Locomotives of the New York Central Lines, Volumes 1 and 2 by William D. Edson and H. L. Vail, Jr., assisted
by Edward L. May. The ultimate authority on all steam and electric locomotives from the DeWitt Clinton of 1831 to
P&LE 9406 of 1948. These books represent a lifetime of research for each of the compilers and are a fitting memorial not
only to the legacy of the New York Central Lines but also to their untiring efforts to preserve that legacy for us all. These
books are full of individual listings for every steam or electric locomotive, including year and month of construction,
builder’s construction number, all known re-classifications and re-numberings, and retirement date, and in many cases
ultimate disposition.
The hardcopy versions of these two books have been out of print for many years. All of our copies of these books have
been sold and they will not be reprinted in the hardcopy version because of the cost of doing so. This softcopy version has
been made available to allow those who never were able to purchase the hardcopy version to have this valuable NYCS
resource. If you have any interest in NYC steam locomotives this is the resource for you.

MSRP and NYCSHS Members Price $59.95
Because of the unique information in these two volumes and
the fact that it was produced by the NYCSHS, the price is the
same for members and non-members.
Free shipping. Ohio residents must add 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html
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TruColor Paint NYC Structure 1-oz and
2-oz Bottles

NYC Structure Light & Dark Green
TruColor Paints is now producing these colors exclusively
for the NYCSHS.
These are flat paints (For use with brush).
MSRP $6.19 1-Oz.

MSRP $11.25 2-Oz.

Prices do not have discount for NYCSHS because these are
exclusive to the NYCSHS.
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCS-Model-Paints-Click-Here_c_95.html
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Accurail HO-Scale MCRR 36’ Wood
Boxcar (NYCSHS Exclusive Car)

This Accurail model is the first widely available, 36-foot boxcar model introduced since the MDC/Roundhouse cars in the
early 1970s. The model represents a newer prototype and many lasted in service to the K brake interchange ban of 1953.
Several railroads upgraded the brake systems for continued service. Other lines used these cars in maintenance service
after 1953, while some lines converted the cars to cabooses, rider cars, and line side sheds over the years.

This specific model is an exclusive model for the NYCSHS 2018
Convention.
MSRP $31.67 each. NYCSHS members price $25.34 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping will be added and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/Accurail-HO-Scale_c_70.html

NYCSHS Backpack or Shoulder Bag

The deluxe backpack has three roomy zippered interior compartments, two outside mesh pockets,
padded shoulder straps for comfortable weight distribution, convenient top loop for quick carrying,
and adjustable straps and buckles for carrying additional items outside the pack.
The shoulder bag has three zipper pouches-two large and one small, a small Velcro pouch and four
pen/pencil pouches under the outside cover. The outside cover has two adjustable plastic snap
closures.
MSRP $25.00. NYCSHS Members’ Price $20.00
Shipping is added and Ohio residents add 8.0% sales tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Memorabilia_c_22.html
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New York Central Systems Plaques

Wooden Plaques are painted in accurate colors representing all of the major components of
the NYC railroad. These beautiful works of art are available in a variety of logos of the New
York Central and its subsidiaries. Purchase one or more to hang in your train or railroad
memorabilia room. These are not the flimsy metal logos, but are crafted from wood and
painted in accurate brilliant colors. They are being used to decorate the conference room in
the new NYCSHS Headquarters. Members’ prices are the lowest you can find anywhere.
MSRP $75.00 - $80.00 NYCSHS Members’ Price $63.75 - $68.00
Shipping is added and Ohio residents add 8.0% sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/Memorabilia_c_22.html

Walthers HO-Scale NYC EMD GP7 (DCC/Sound – DC)

The EMD GP7 is a four-axle (B-B) road switcher diesel-electric locomotive built by General Motors ElectroMotive Division and General Motors Diesel between October 1949 and May 1954. Power was provided by
an EMD 567B 16-cylinder engine, which generated 1,500 horsepower (1,119 kW). The GP7 was offered both
with and without control cabs, and those built without control cabs were called a GP7B. Five GP7B's were
built between March and April 1953. The GP7 was the first EMD road locomotive to use a hood unit design
instead of a car-body design. This proved to be more efficient than the car body design as the hood unit cost
less to build, was cheaper and easier to maintain, and had much better front and rear visibility for
switching.
DCC/Sound MSRP $299.98
NYCSHS Members’ Price $239.98 and that is 20% off MSRP.
DC MSRP $199.98 NYCSHS Members’ Price $159.98 and that is 20% off MSRP.

http://www.nycshs.net/Walthers-HO-Scale_c_99.html
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Colorful NYC Mohawk and E-8 Three-Dimensional Art

These 24" X 22" Wooden 3-Dimensional NYC Locomotive Plaques are painted
in accurate colors. These beautiful works of art are available in two locomotive
versions. The E-8 is available in Lightning Stripe and Cigar Band in traditional
Black & Silver, Gray & Silver or Green.
Locomotive Plaques are painted in accurate colors representing these NYCS locomotives.
These beautiful works of art are three-dimensional plaques that stand out from the wall and
have working lights. Purchase one or more to hang in your train or railroad memorabilia
room. They are crafted from wood and painted in accurate brilliant colors. They are being
used to decorate the conference room in the new NYCSHS Headquarters.
They are sold at train shows and have only just become available to us and are priced at
15% below retail for NYCSHS members.

MSRP $245.00 - $255.00 NYCSHS Members’ Price $216.75 - $208.25
Members’ prices are the lowest you can find anywhere.
Ohio residents add 8.0% sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/Memorabilia_c_22.html
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NYC 19000 Tongue and Groove Wood Side or Plywood
Side Caboose Kits (HO-Scale)

Other than the NYC Hudson locomotive, the 19000 series cabooses with their distinctive low cupola
were an icon of the New York Central Railroad. These cabooses lasted from the early 1900s well into
the 1960s.
These models are craftsman kits and require purchase of trucks and couplers that are not included
with the kit. The kits come with a set of decals so that you can number the caboose as you wish.
The MSRP for these kits is $59.95 each, but are offered to NYCSHS members for 20% off at $47.96
each plus shipping and handling costs. Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/American-Model-Builders-Laser-Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html

HO-Scale Michigan Central Tower Kit
(Expression of Interest)

We are looking into having this MCRR station produced in HO-scale by The N-Scale
Architect who produced our NYC tower kit a couple of years ago. It will be a wood
laser cut kit. The kits would be un-assembled and would be painted by the modeler.
We need to order 100 and if you are interested, send an email to
mackdave@optimum.net
Details
at:
http://www.nycshs.net/HO-ScaleStructures_c_139.html
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Atlas Trainman N-Scale 60’ Heavyweights

Baggage, Coach, Combine, RPO
FEATURES:
PFull-scale dimensions and details
PAA86GH>C8AJ9:H:E6G6I:AN6EEA>:9L>C9DL<A6O>C< 9>6E=G6<BH6C9GDD;K:CIH
P*7H:GK6I>DC86G>C8AJ9:HH:E6G6I:AN6EEA>:9:C9railing details and a drumhead
P:I6>A:9>CI:G>DGH:M8AJ9>C<76<<6<:86G 
P88J(6I:QDE:G6I>C<@CJ8@A:8DJEA:GH
MSRP $37.95

NYCSHS Members Price $30.36 and that is 20% off MSRP.

http://www.nycshs.net/Atlas-N-Scale_c_66.html

Lionel Legacy O-scale NYC ALCo PA/B

PA/A

Features:
 Both units powered
 Legacy & Blue Tooth control in both locos
 Fan driven smoke in both locos
 Front electric front couplers and nonoperating rear couplers on both locos
 Crew figures in lead loco
 Legacy sound system
 IR Transmitter for Sensor Track
 Dual motors in both locos
 Traction tires
 Direction lighting
 Marker lights and lighted number boards

NYCentral Modeler

PB





Lighted cab
Diecast trucks, pilot and fuel tank
Metal frame
Minimum curve 036

PA/A MSRP $999.99
NYCSHS Members’ Price
$879.99 and that is 12% off MSRP.
PB MSRP $499.99 NYCSHS Members’ Price
$439.99 and that is 12% off MSRP.
http://www.nycshs.net/Lionel_c_148.html
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Lionel O-Scale Work Cars

Features:







Bunk, Kitchen w/Sounds, Tool Cars, MDT Reefer w/Sounds

Interior illumination
Plays train sounds while moving and camp scene dialog while stationary
Volume Control
Die-cast trucks & couplers
Easy conversion to scale couplers
Minimum curve: 031

Kitchen & Reefer MSRP $149.99 NYCSHS Members Price $124.49 and is 17% off MSRP.
Tool Car MSRP $89.99 NYCSHS Members Price $74.69 and is 17% off MSRP.
Bunk Car MSRP $99.99 NYCSHS Members Price $82.99 and is 17% off MSRP
http://www.nycshs.net/Lionel_c_148.html
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American Flyer S-Scale Work Cars

Bunk Car (Top) Kitchen Car (Bottom)

Features:






Die-cast metal trucks
Operating couplers
Metal frame
Opening doors
Minimum curve S36

MSRP $59.99

NYCSHS Members Price $49.79 and that is 17% off MSRP.

http://www.nycshs.net/American-Flyer_c_184.html
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Bethlehem Car Works HO-Scale Heavyweight Passenger Cars

Boston & Albany Coach Kit
MSRP $39.95 NYCSHS members’ price $31.96 at 20% off MSRP
NO PHOTOS
Pullman 10-2 Plan 3584 Sleeper w/PM AC Kit
Pullman 10-2 Plan 3584 Sleeper w/Ice AC Kit
MSRP $59.95 NYCSHS members’ price $47.96 at 20% off MSRP

NYC Split Letterboard Coach
MSRP $39.95. NYCSHS Members Price $31.96 and that is 20% off MSRP for members.

NYC 8-1-3 Tower Sleeper
MSRP $59.95. NYCSHS Members Price $47.96 and that is 20% off MSRP for members.
http://www.nycshs.net/The-Bethlehem-Car-Works-Inc_c_108.html
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New York Central System Diesel Locomotives (DVD Version)

By William D. Edson with H.L. Vail, Jr. and C.M. Smith
Published by the NYCSHS in 1978 and Re-Issued in 1995
Now Available in a Digital Version
MSRP $35.00. NYCSHS Members' Price is $27.00 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is free, but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
To order: http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Engineering-Drawing-CDs-DVDs_c_17.html

Books, Books, Books

All NYCS Books can be found at:
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Morning-Sun_c_102.html
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NYCSHS Model Offering Thoughts
Yesterday I attended one of our conference call Modelers’ Committee meetings and I was impressed
again with the quality of the members who make up that committee. The Committee is charged with
helping members model the NYCS and much of the meeting is devoted to trying to find or develop
new NYCS modeling products for us.
The discussion ranged from a review of the new models in the Collinwood Shop, to the ongoing
(forever!!) 19000 caboose project, new structure models, decals, paint, a 10,000-gallon NYC tank car, a
variety of passenger car topics, other cabooses, and several other related topics.
Most of the members of the committee have written articles for our magazine and continue to
contribute with ideas and models for us. They are a dedicated group of NYCS modelers.
These modelers are the experts that provide us the info we need to select our models based upon
correct prototypical information. They provide the comments about the models in our “What's
New” section and in the comments section of the model offerings in the Collinwood Shop. They help
us get it right.
We know that many of you model the NYCS in a variety of ways. Many of you have shared your
modeling with us by writing articles and sharing photos for the NYCentral Modeler. I only wish that
more of you would do that. We need a constant flow of articles to make the magazine a continued
success. I hear from time-to-time from some of you that you wish we had more articles about
modeling in this or that scale, or a particular location, or a particular road. Of course, the only way
we can do that is for you to write the article.
Every month we ask for articles and every month we are getting a few, but we need more if we are
going to keep this magazine going. We do have a few regular writers who contribute articles
regularly, but we need some more.
Please take a few minutes to consider doing an article for us. We will help you with doing it. We
have material that will help you along. A couple of issues back I wrote an article about how to write
an article. Take a look at that article and contact us about sharing your modeling with all of us.
We need you to help us continue the work of the Society. Now is the time to get up from the couch
and tell us you are willing to be part of the future of the Society. Send me an email or give me a call
and join the fun and excitement that is the NYCSHS.
Of course we are very interested in your thoughts on this and you can always send me an email with
those thoughts or climb aboard as a volunteer to NYCBigFour@verizon.net or 703-407-3059

Thanks, Noel
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Do you love the NYC? How about helping the
NYCSHS preserve the memory. Do your part.

Preview Of 1st
Quarter 2019 issue

If you have read this edition of the NYCentral Modeler, you can’t help
but be impressed by the fine modelers out there in our membership.
You also should have been impressed with all of the things we are
doing to help you model the NYCS. We have been publishing great
articles from many of you in all scales. We note that several other
Historical Societies’ modeling magazines have gone out of
production from lack of member articles. Don’t let that happen to
us.
We really do need your help to keep all of the momentum going in the
Society. A lot of work is being done to improve our support to
members. We need articles and photos for this magazine. We need
some people to work with us on the Membership Committee. We
could use more help in the NYCSHS archives, backup people for the
website and the Collinwood Shop, and someone with some financial
knowledge to help out our Treasurer.
We all are busy, but it only takes a few hours a month to help us out.
We have gotten a few new volunteers now working with us. They
believe that the Society is a priority for them. How about you? Why
not join the fun and excitement of involvement in something that is
really worthwhile. Just do it!!! NYCSHS@verizon.net

Vinny DeRoberts second
section appears in the
next issue.
Always looking for
good articles and
photos for the 2nd
Qtr. 2019 edition.
Let us see your
handiwork.

Watch the website, www.nycshs.org, for more information and
updates. For questions and inquiries, contact Noel Widdifield at
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

Brian Marotta tells us that a “Pipe
Leak Leads to Scenery Work and
More”
As we head into the winter modeling season, the NYCHS would very
much like to include an article by you in the next issue that will be
released in the 1st Qtr. 2019 edition. You should be doing a lot more
with your layout or modeling as we head into summer. If you will be
building things for your railroad or running your trains, this would be
a good time to take some photos and do an article for us. We really
would love to hear about your modeling or see your layout. We offer a
good opportunity to showcase your talents or collection. Even if you
don’t feel you can write an article, just send us some photos of your
layout. We need them for all of our publications, but to make the next
one, send them to us by November 15, 2018. NYCSHS@verizon.net
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And
Bob Shaw continues his feature,
“NYCS O-Gauge Model Railroading”
in the Jan 1, 2019 edition.
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